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FOREWORD
The Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD) is formulating a vision
of surface warfare and combat systems for the 2030 timeframe. This effort is intended to provide a
framework for combat system engineering and technology investment. A key component of the
vision is a functional architecture for future combat systems. This architecture reflects emerging
trends in surface warfare, combat system design, and technology. It involves a horizontal
organization of weapon systems, plus vertical layers for individual ship and multiship
coordination.
This report addresses a control-oriented methodology for combat system architecture work.
Related reports include NAVSWC TR 91-607 and NAVSWC TR 91-795, which describe the
vision architecture and identify principles of architecture design, respectively.

CombatSysONtW. DUEpa R.;n
Combat Systems Department

NSWCDD/TR-92/141

ABSTRACT
The centrality of control structures in combat system engineering means that architectures
can be derived via existing methods for control of large-scale and complex systems. This report
indicates how methods used by system engineers in manufacturing, transport, chemical
processing, steel, and distribution systems (for electrical power, water, telecommunications, and
resources) can be applied to the problems of combat system engineering. Establishing a theoretical
foundation of this type is important because it allows more effective communication and exchange
of ideas with experts in both defense and industrial control applications. The underlying purpose
is not to invent new theories but to mobilize available scientific and empirical knowledge for
application to Navy problems.
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1.0

COMBAT SYSTEM DESIGN

This report considers problems and opportunities associated with a conceptual architecture
for combat systems. The architecture itself is the subject of Reference 1. Since the combat system
essentially provides a mechanism for control of onboard or cooperating offboard warfighting
resources, the characteristic problems of combat system design are essentially those of control
synthesis. The conceptual architecture of Reference I provides a functional view of this control
structure, primarily reflecting end-use considerations. The report is intended to support continued
progress toward systematic design of combat systems by:
1.

Articulating a theoretical foundation for the conceptual architecture

2.

Identifying methods for use in building the simplified conceptual architecture into a more
comprehensive framework for preliminary design

3.

Identifying concepts and technologies for advanced control structures

The term design means different things to different people. As used in this report, the
terms designer and engineer are synonymous. The task of producing engineering drawings is
regarded as engineering support.
1.1 COMBAT SYSTEM ENGINEERING VISION
For most large enterprises, venture formation is guided by a vision of the future for the
domain of interest. The top leadership, with a shared vision and wide knowledge of the domain,
decides the timing and direction of investment. Once these decisions are made, the enterprise seeks
to build a lasting competitive advantage by delivering goods of such quality that the user is actually
delighted. This means products that not only work but are also highly reliable and easy to use, and
it also demands a user-centered design process. Past practices, which often were focused more on
available technology than user needs, are no longer adequate. Many believe that we are entering an
era of fundamental change in productive systems and methods with basic premises as follows:
•

Practical limits exist to the economies of scale achieved by large enterprises,
regardless of their origin (government or business).

"• Information is just as important as capital, land, labor, and material inputs to any
productive enterprise.
"• The ability to achieve focus (mass, concentration, and coordinated action) in the
temporal domain is now as vital as the ability to achieve focus in the spatial
domain-in military operations as well as other enterprises.

I

I
I
I
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In a similar way, the Navy must be guided by a vision of the future in its development of
new warfighting forces and systems. Existing combat systems, for example, almost universally
have been defined so serve a battle organization known in advance. Today there is a growing
sense that a certain amount of flexibility should be provided so that operators are not faced with
unnecessary constraints at some future time. Other key aspects of such a vision are indicated in
Figure 1 below.
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FIGURE 1.LONG CYCLES IN MILITARY DEVELOPMENT

1

This prospect is a key factor in Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahigren Division
(NSWCDD) efforts to articulate a vision of future combat systems (circa 2030). Concepts for
advanced combat systems in particular must be shaped by consideration of future warfare trends as
much as technology. The underlving concern is the capacity of the United States to build
sustainable warfighting advantages from its raw military and industrial strengths. The Center's role
is to assist the Navy to gain a warfighting advantage against possible enemies. This means the

I
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Navy must be armed and equipped with affordable, usable, and effective combat systems that are
sufficient to execute the chosen concept of operations against a capable and determined adversary.
Just as the best battle plans are conceived in the mind of the commander responsible for their
execution, the best combat systems will result from a user-centered design process.

I

1.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROCESS
Any combat systera will go through a birth-to-death cycle referred to as its lifecycle. Six
major events in this lifecycle include the following: (1) requirements definition, (2) system design,
(3) design implementation or construction, (4) system integration and test, (5) system operations
and inservice support, and (6) system retirement. The cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. Reference 2
"lefines system engineering as the process of translating operational requirements into functional
, quirements and, subsequently, expanding these functional requirements into detw :ed equipment
imd service end item design specifications. Although system engineerin" spans the entire lifecycle,
the focus here is on system design. Several levels of design, or stages in translating requirements
into design specifications, arm identified, including conceptual design, preliminary design, and
detailed system and equipment design.

DEFINITION OF NEED

0

,

TECHNOLOGY

I

-0

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

.•

IULU

I
I
I

I

DETAILED DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT,
AND TEST

U-J

PRODUCTION

DEPLOYMENT

RETIREMENT
FIGURE 2. SYSTEM LIFECYCLE

The design stages correspond to steps of the acquisition cycle. In the past, conceptual
design has corresponded to the Development Options Plan (DOP) process, which develops feasible
design options in response to a Tentative Operational Requirement (TOR). Figure 3 lists the major
tasks associated with this stage of design.

I
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-NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

i

- OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

- SYSTEM OPERA TING CHARACTERISTICS
. DESIGN CRITERIA, STANDARDS, ETC.
- MAINTENANCE SUPPORT CONCEPT

*PRELIMINARY SYSTEM ANALYSIS
- DEFINITION OF MAJOR FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTION
RELATIONSHIPS
- INVESTIGATE DIFFERENT TECHNICAL MEANS TO
MEET REQUIREMENTS
- IDENTIFY FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
- CONDUCT PRELIMINARY ANAL YSIS TO DETERMINE
MOST APPROPRIATE APPROACH

FIGURE 3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TASKS
The preliminary design stage in turn corresponds to the NAVSEA process for developing a
Preliminary Design Report (PDR); see Figure 4. The PDR is in response to an Operational
Requirement (OR), which is a specific requirement based on the conceptual design (option)
selected by OPNAV. It contains an A-level specification for system implementation that is much
more detailed than that of the DOP.

3
3

"*FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
- DECOMPOSETHESE MAJOR FUNCTIONS INTO LOWER LEVEL
FUNCTIONS AND INTERFACES
- DECOMPOSETO A LEVEL WHERE AN INITIAL (EQUIPMENT)
PACKAGING CONCEPTSARE VISUALIZED (DESIRABLE TO
PACKAGE BY FUNCTION) *

"•REQUIREMENTS ALLOCATION
- GIVEN A BROAD FUNCTIONAL PACKAGING SCHEME, ALLOCATE
THE TOP-LEVEL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, OPERATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS FACTORS, PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS AND
LIFECYCLE COSTS TO THE UNIT LEVEL

"•TRADEOFF AND OPTIMIZATION
- IDENTIFY UNIT ALTERNATIVES; E.G., NEW DESIGNS OR
OFF-THE-SHELF
- CONDUCT TRADE OFFANAL YSES AND SELECT PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE *

"SYSTEM SYNTHESIS AND DEFINITION

i

- CONDUCT ANAL YSIS OR PHYSICAL TESTS OF THE SYSTEM
ASA WHOLE *
- COMBINE AND STRUCTURE SYSTEM UNITS TO FORM A

FUNCTIONAL ENTITY

• INDICATES USE OF STATE SPACE MODELING
FIGURE 4. PRELIMINARY DESIGN TASKS
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Finally, the detailed system and equipment design levels correspond to the NAVSEA
process for developing a Contractor Bid Package (CBP). The CBP again is in response to a more
detailed set of requirements spelled out by OPNAV in a Top Level Requirements (TLR) document.
This represents a specification for system realization, including the actual technologies to be useo
and how system elements will be packaged and interconnected.

I

The architecture of a combat system is first developed in the conceptual design stage.
Section 2.0 outlines a general approach to conceptual design of control structures. Sections 3.0 to
8.0 address methods for use in the key steps of conceptual design: (1) definition of need, (2)
functional analysis, (3) requirements allocation, (4) preliminary systems analysis, (5) system
concept definition or advance planning, and (6) feasibility studies.
The system lifecycle and the system engineering process begin with the identification of
some need arising from a deficiency (real or perceived) in existing combat systems. An ability to
clearly state the needs to be met and relate features of the system design to them is essential to
communication at all stages of the system lifecycle and in all aspects of system engineering.
Procedures that support the process of defining user needs are given in Section 3.0.
The aim of the functional analysis step is to identify operating concepts and functional
performance characteristics that can meet user needs for the system. Requirements are decomposed
into operational and system functions, and their relationships are identified. These are often
displayed in functional flow diagrams. Once the functions have been identified, they are grouped
and arranged to form a preliminary system functional architecture. This key result is accomplished
by functionally segmenting or decomposing the combat system into near-independent subsystems
with distinct functions and well-defined boundaries or interfaces with other subsystems.
Operational and engineering principles or rules are also used to guide the segmentation process.
Functional analysis may be conducted with the methods described in Section 4.0.

I

I

I

The third step allocates the different performance, integration, and affordability requirements among subsystems of the functional architecture. At this point, the functional architecture
not only specifies the functions or tasks to be carried out by the combat system to meet the
requirements, but also the manner in which the task is to be performed and how well it is to be performed. Then physical elements (equipment, people, or computer programs) are identified to
perform the allocated functions and requirements. At this point, the (initial) implementation architecture of the combat system is developed. Section 5.0 considers methods for use in this step.
The fourth step in developing a conceptual design is that of preliminary systems analysis.
Alternative design solutions are identified and screened to eliminate those that are clearly
unattractive, leaving only the most promising for evaluation. The problem statement and major risk
factors drive selection of criteria for the evaluation process, but it is important to address system
support as well as performance aspects. The work is performed in an iterative process and must
cover an array of tradeoffs adequate to support the major design decisions that are to be made.
Section 6.0 considers methodology for use at this design stage.
The fifth step includes final synthesis and definition of a design solution. Here there is a
combining and structuring of alternative design concepts to obtain a preferred system physical
architecture. Analysis is normally conducted to ensure that the synthesized design forms a proper

5
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functional entity and meets basic performance, integration, and affordability requirements.
Essential characteristics of the chosen design solution are thus determined. The final result of this
stage is a conceptual design specification. As mentioned above, this leads to further refinement
and definition of the operational requirements, preliminary design, and finally, detailed system and
equipment design stages. Concepts for use at this stage of the design process are considered in
Section 7.0.

3

Technology opportunities are sometimes considered in an extension of the conceptual
design phase. For example, alternative technical approaches for workstations, computers, and
communications functions may be considered. Section 8.0 corresponds to this step in conceptual
design.
Section 9.0 restates and summarizes key findings and ideas covered in the report. Finally,
Appendix A gives engineering principles for time-critical control systems.
2.0 SYNTHESIS APPROACH
This section considers procedures for control synthesis based on evolving concepts and
practices of control for systems of large scale and complexity. The problem is divided into design
of backbone control structures and individual control loops. The major creative challenge in
control synthesis is to answer the following question:

i
i
i

"What are the objectives of control designers in synthesis of control structures, how
are they reflected in complex designs, and what is the underlying logic and
structure?"
However, this initial question implies a series of other questions that need to be addressed:

I

I. What is the extent of the control synthesis problem that we want to solve?
2. How are the available measurements to be connected with feasible manipulations to form the various loop configurations?
3. What problem space should be searched for alternative loop configurations?
Reference 3 provides a foundation for addressing these questions by merging methods of
process design with control theory. Reference 4 reviews existing approaches to the problem and
attempts to identify the potential for future developments.
2.1 RELEVANCE OF PROCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
While it may be desirable to address these questions with lessons learned directly from
combat system desian and operating experience, the existing knowledge base in largely
inaccessible. In part, research in control synthesis methods for the flowing process industries (oil,
chemicals, power, steel, and telecommunications) is considered in this report as a proxy
knowledge base. Problems of combat system design differ significantly from the problems of

i

I

I
I

I
I
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industrial plant design due to the character of military threats. A key distinction is that the
disturbances faced by industrial plants tend to arrive one at a time, while combat systems face an
enemy capable of designing complex many-on-one attacks. Thus, it is largely impractical to seek
specific control designs for application to both military and industrial systems.
In fact, each of the flowing process industries has its unique aspects. Even within a
particular industry, plants are usually unique, with very little replication of specific process
configurations and plant control strategies. This means that every application must be analyzed
individually. However, this has not prevented the growth of a sizable process control industry and
there may be considerable potential for application of basic technologies and engineering principles
to combat systems as well.

I

I

For the most part, control structures for large and complex systems were developed
without any fundamental basis for design save that of hard-won experience. The development
trajectory of the flowing process industries (oil, chemicals, power, and steel) is representative.
Because process plants are so large and complex, formal and detailed understanding came late and
piecemeal.heavily
The chemical
industry,
for example,
was
mostly a black
art until the
century,
and
depended
on tradecraft
handed
down from
generation
to generation.
The20th
modern
process
control industry began to form only in the 1920s, and Reference 5 asserts that computer process
control most likely began with design of analog computers to control the placement of large naval
projectiles on a target. These computers, developed by the Ford Instrument Co., contained
carefully machined three-dimensional cams for storing trajectory data. Electronic tubes
(thyratrons) and later hydraulics amplified gun positioning signals to power levels. Modem
control techniques evolved largely from individual, invented solutions to particular problems that
were often commissioned by an end user. Systematic experimental studies appeared only in the
1940s.
Many automated flow processes involve time-critical control problems. In telecommunications, switching is a highly time-critical factor. Chemical process operations involve
safety concerns that demand fast action in emergencies. In electrical power, safety concerns in the
operation of large nuclear power generation plants demand quick response by controllers in
emergency situations. All three areas have faced significant technical challenges in the creation of
practical and effective control systems.

I
I

From its beginnings, the telephone industry was faced with fundamental problems
of great complexity in switching (connecting each phone with every other). Today,
network control structures are designed for dynamic management of call routing
operations. This involves real-time assessment and response to such disturbances
as link breakdowns and traffic overloads. Size and spatial extent of the networks,
the demand for many different classes of service, and the random variation of
demand and signal factors make this a highly challenging task.
In nuclear power plants, several reactor vessels and supporting systems are linked
to a common control center. Sensors and links supply critical parameters to the
control center so that controllers can monitor plant status continuously and take
immediate action under time-sensitive emergency conditions. The control structure

I
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I
I

must provide reliable and error-free performance to prevent severe reactor accidents
and to maintain containment of the reactor vessels and supporting systems at all
times.
In many chemical processing plants, various equipment faults, accidents, and
natural disasters can produce time-sensitive emergency conditions involving
extreme hazards: explosion, fire, and release of toxic chemicals. In refining
processes, for example, serious damage can result if an injector is on instead of off
or if an unnoticed buffer overflow takes place. Meeting necessary safety standards
may involve signal quality monitoring, context checking, redundant coding, or
other protective measures. The frequency of major accidents has been reduced over
the years, but they do occur.
Thus, the Bell System, General Electric, and Dupont pioneered the use of large industrial
laboratories for systematic application of scientific methods to practical problems. The Bell System
proved able to apply its skills to development of advanced electronic systems (including elaborate
automated weapon systems) during World War II. Military efforts began in 1937 when Bell Labs
was asked by the Navy to investigate the possibility of using radar for fire control. A fire-control
radar was developed and put into production in 1939. Following this, Bell Labs and Western
Electric produced all of the fire-control radar used in Navy ships during the war years. The M9
antiaircraft equipment, one of the greatest advances in fire control made during the war, was also
produced. The M9 Director provided a functionally complete system for target destruction capable
of acquiring and tracking targets by radar, computing gun positions, and issuing control signals to
the gun mounts. All together, the Bell laboratories handled over 2000 separate defense projects,
including major radar and gun direction systems, specialized communications equipment, sonar,
proximity fuzes, magnetic mines, acoustic torpedoes, and advanced materials research.

3

I
I

i

2.2 PROBLEM SCOPE AND FEATURES
Essential features of the problem of control structure synthesis include the following:
"

"

In conceptual design, consideration is limited to basic operational requirements,
such as attaining resource balance and cornerstone performance criteria at various
loadings, guaranteeing adequate performance within some range of stress levels,
and achieving low interaction levels among the various units.
The controlled behavior is examined in terms of key design variables or key
structural characteristics of the system. The aim is to consider the feasibility of
various alternative process designs and to determine the steady-state capacity and
structure needed for effective control. Thus, only simple steady-state balances and
equilibria need to be considered. General and simple measures of operability and
quality of achievable control are in order. The synthesis approach should be simple
and quick while allowing latitude for engineering judgment. Extensive
computations and detailed dynamic analysis are typically not affordable.

"* What is essential at this stage is to identify key controlled variables and how they
are affected by design or structural changes in the combat system. Consequently,

8
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sensitivity analysis is crucial.
sensitivities.

Various techniques can be used to evaluate

"• Only primary manipulations and measurements should be considered, particularly
those related to basic operational variables.
"• The loop structures should be simple and operationally feasible. At this stage,
complex and detailed configurations are of little interest.
Control synthesis problems are addressed at three different levels: (1) individual operating
units or subsystems, (2) plant backbone control structure, and (3) complete plants. The first
corresponds to engagement control at weapon system level and is beyond the scope of this report.
The others are addressed below.
2.3 PLANT BACKBONE DESIGN
Since the 1950s, naval combat systems of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
allies, including the U.S. Navy, have evolved from a bottom-up design approach. The approach is
roughly as follows:
"* Components are developed independently by many program offices. The basic
concept is to build a little, test a little and check out, debug, and then produce a very
specific element of the system.
*

The components are procured as commodities and integrated into a combat system;
communication between systems is achieved by dedicated, hard-wired computer
input/output channels.

"

Creating a valid combat system of components with distinct hardware, software,
protocols, and sponsors becomes a major effort.

"• Additional capability and functions are added in time as the threat increases.
Additional computers and computer input/output channels are provided to integrate
more subsystems.
The basic architecture could be considered federated. During this period, the cost of
computers and memory (in megabits/second) has become much less expensive, but the cost of
computer programs has gone up. Federated systems are difficult to change because they are
achieved by computer-to-computer interface and system integration requires extensive computer
programming effort. Substantial time and testing are also needed to certify that changes have not
affected the existing computer programs.
A design strategy called Dynamic Process Control evolved during this period, and with its
formulation in Reference 6, the strategy came to be accepted as the dominant approach to control
systems. Control actions were divided into two categories: those needed to achieve material
balance control throughout the plant and those needed to maintain product quality control for each
individual processing unit. The former was necessary for plant management in the presence of
low-frequency changes like production scheduling and could be designed separately from the
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latter, which was intended to regulate high-frequency disturbances entering the various units. The
proposed strategy was to design plants with sufficient storage that the break frequencies of the
resource balance control systems (low-pass filters) were an order of magnitude lower than the
resonance frequencies of product quality control systems (high-pass filters). The two control
systems thus worked in sequence, yielding a decomposition permitting individual and separate
control designs.
Dynamic process control was not only employed for design of plants from an operability
point of view but also constituted the primary basis for synthesis of plant control structures. The
inherent decomposition of the material balance and product quality control systems led to a clear
identification of operational control objectives. Essentially, large overdesign margins, storage
buffers, and controlled operating conditions were used to prevent effects of large disturbances
from travelling through the plant. Under this regime, plants experience only smooth operating
conditions and regulatory control problems are tractable. Consequently, control systems for single
operating units were the principal focus of designers. This gave a bottom-up design approach, but
the number of alternative control configurations remained large. Final selection was usually based
on experience, on rules of thumb, and on dynamical simulation of the plant to be controlled.
This strategy worked very well, serving the control needs of thousands of plants, until two
important economic constraints came into play. First, shortages of raw materials and energy
appeared. The shortages led to new integrated designs with better energy management and more
use of recycle flows in the plant. Second, restrictions appeared on fixed capital expenditures. The
reduced capital expenditures led to lean processing units with very small overdesign margins and
the elimination of intermediate storage. Operating units thus came to be tightly coupled, with
strong interactions through energy recovery systems and recycle flows. This made it difficult to
maintain a process at desired set points while providing also for safety, robustness, and steady
economical operation. Therefore, the dynamic process control strategy is not suitable for many of
today's plants and their successors.

U
3
I
I

3

3

2.4 COMPLETE PLANT DESIGNS
Due to the new levels of integration needed in contemporary plants, process control
technologists have given increasing attention to the problem of synthesizing control structures for
entire plants as opposed to individual processes. The starting point for this is an approach
formulated by References 7 and 8 that draws heavily on Buckley's pioneering work, plus
subsequent extensions and refinements. It retains the division of control objectives into resource
balance and product quality categories used by Buckley, but does not impose this decomposition
on plant control structure. Two steps are involved: the first step develops a plant-wide material
and energy balance control system allowing smooth and efficient changes in the production level,
and the second step synthesizes local steady state controllers for the individual processing units,
which either complement the resource balance control system or satisfy product quality
requirements.
This approach has the right characteristics for use in conceptual design and may offer a
valuable guide to synthesis of combat system control structures. The resulting approach can be
given as follows:

10
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I. Seek opportunities for problem decomposition both in the process and its
operational objectives. Order of magnitude arguments may be used to discover
the most important class of disturbances, identify corresponding control
objectives, and determine the sensitivity of controlled outputs to various
measurements and manipulations. The aim is to establish a decomposition
strategy that exploits inherent problem characteristics, is compatible with
operator training, and makes good use of digital hardware capabilities. Since
different sets of control laws are available for different control configurations;
however, synthesis of the best configuration of controllers remains a difficult
task.
2. Determine the backbone of the final control configuration; i.e., a configuration
that will handle plant-wide operations by coordinating single unit operations,
leaving control loops for unit operations to a second stage of synthesis. The
problem of system decomposition must be considered here as an inherent part
of the design strategy.
For combat systems, the concern is not so much material balance as it is overall
load balancing (target inputs, time, energy, throughput, ordnance, and
manpower). Steady-state sensitivities among the various load variables should
be computed to guide decomposition. The options available for subsystem
control include a wide range of standard control loops, but this backbone design
problem is largely unsolved.
3. Synthesize the control loops for local unit operating control needs.
Individual control loop design involves the following special cases:
•
•
•
•
•

Single units with fixed loop structures
Single units with unspecified loop structures
Optimizing control structures for single units
Variable control structures for single units
Secondary measurements/manipulations in single units

Subsystem or local unit configuration alternatives include feedback,
feedforward, cascade, decoupler, ratio, multiple output loops, redundant loops,
switched controls, inferential, and other designs.
4. Where critical features of the design are concerned, dynamic simulation studies
can be performed in order to verify whether the candidate control structure will
be adequate.
During the course of the above synthesis procedure, it is necessary to make a number of
simphtying assumptions and to use simple heuristics to select the best of several control
alternatives.
Although it may yield a control design that is unable to completely damp out all
fluctuations, this approach is appropriate for use in the preliminary design stages where the main
concern is feasibility of operations against the major disturbance classes. Subsequent work by
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Reference 9 suggests this approach can be extended to include several layers of control. For
conceptual design of combat systems, the following layers are envisioned.
Balance Layer: The design process begins with careful consideration of likely
mission profiles, threats, and scenarios. Since combat systems are considered in
this report as plants for the processing of targets, the balancing of weapons and
targets is a primary concern. Cornerstone factors such as reaction time, firepower,
coverage, hardness, and sustained readiness are driving factors. Balance across the
warfare mission areas is a second area of primary concern. Capabilities and
ordnance loadouts should be brought into balance across the warfare mission areas.
Layered defense concepts introduce a third key area of concern since they involve
balancing of resources across the layer structure. Once these concerns have been
addressed and appropriate control objectives formulated, the availability of useful
measurements and manipulations is considered. A dominant theme for control
design in this layer is to establish loading and balance controls for the main
operating tasks and performance features of the combat system. Space and time,
bandwidth, radio frequency, material, functional, and energy balances are among
the resources to be considered.

i

I
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Path Quality Layer: Readiness and performance quality controls would be
considered as a second layer of control problems. Here the primary action paths for
projected single and multiple engagements are probably the main concern.
Kinematics, time, and error budgets will be among the problem drivers at this stage
of design. As much as possible, actual threat and weapon performance data should
be relied upon to determine what manipulations are paired with what measurements.
Secondary action paths, including backup and alternate operating modes, are
addressed after the more critical controls are defined. Secondary paths need not be
fully considered in conceptual design but should have full consideration in the
preliminary design phase.
"

FacilitiesLayer: A series of functions with multiwarfare significance are viewed as
a third layer of control problems. Navigation and tracking, multipurpose launch
systems, communications, tactical computing, air operations, combat information
center (CIC) configuration, and signature control are among the factors that are
driving combat systems to more tightly coupled (integrated) operations. The longterm trend is for combat systems to have a backbone control structure so that
operational tasks can be accomplished with minimum reliance on coordination and
control assets uniquely identified with individual warfare mission areas.

"

CoordinationLayer: Here, the factor of concern is interaction rather than balance
among the alternative paths for processing of targets. The aim is to coordinate
target processing for optimum overall performance. This applies to weapon
clusters with s•pecialized tasks such as short-range antiair warfare (AAW), to entire
warfare mission area systems, and to the combat system as a whole. In addition,
certain target complexes may be of interest. For example, threat fast attack craft and
submarines acting with a degree of tactical coordination may call for simultaneous
and coordinated action across all primary warfare mission areas. The potential for
undesirable interactions between elements of the combat system (e.g.,
electromagnetic interference) should be considered at this stage of design, and in
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some cases, specific design features may be added to decouple the systems
involved. Constraint controls or overrides are generated at this stage of design to
maintain operating conditions within the allowable boundaries of operational
feasibility.
Ship Layer: This layer concerns load balancing and allocation of volume, deck
area, weight, moment, utilities, and interconnections for combat system equipment
at the ship level. Startup and/or restart controls are also considered. This stage of
design represents a point of coupling between combat system design and overall
ship design.
Throughout this layered design process, factors with a major influence on the overall
military worth of combat systems must receive careful consideration. Key drivers include the
following:

m

*

I

Technological transparency to users and evergreen or extensible system design for
ease in adding performance or functionality

*

Open system architecture for ease in creating new interfaces
Self-revealing design for ease of use, production, and support

-

•

Ability to distribute computational resources

•

Embedded command support (relative to decision-making cycle time and process
quality)

•

Connectivity (relative to orders, information, and control)
Environmental immunity of implementation

Solutions will be guided partly by engineering, cost factors, and control theory
considerations. For example, if only single loop controllers are employed, then manipulated
variables must be chosen to minimize interaction between the loops. Use of multivariable control
methods would allow somewhat more latitude in design. At this stage, it is important to push for
process integration and consequently lower venture costs without endangering process operability.
Key economic tradeoffs between development costs and operating costs are also considered.
2.5 ADVANCED DESIGN STAGE
Once a structure has been selected from among the many alternatives, a control system
must be synthesized at a much more advanced stage and with many more operational details.
System dynamics must be considered as well as steady-state control, and a more comprehensive
treatment of basic control objectives becomes necessary. In particular, a set of control objectives
that covers both normal and special purpose operations should be considered. Even normal
operations may involve abrupt change in control objectives, including interrupts as well as shifting
priorities. Special purpose operations include startup, shutdown, and changeover of operating
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processes as well as abnormal conditions that place the combat system at risk. Thus the following
issues must be addressed:
"

Translate all operational requirements into control objectives and identify all
corresponding controlled variables.

n

1

"• Identify all relevant measurements (both primary and secondary) for inferential
control or for improved dynamic behavior.
"* Identify all manipulations (both primary and secondary) for improved dynamic
behavior.

I

"* Determine the best structure of pairings between measurements and manipulations in
feedback, feedforward, inferential, cascade, or other loop configurations.
It is clear that such multiobjective problems, which demand quality solutions, are highly
difficult and challenging. Here is where novel and imaginative formulations are most needed. At
present, the lack of suitable design aids often means that an inspired guess must be made in the
initial design stages. Once the detailed design phase has commenced, it is far too time consuming
and costly to attempt to reconfigure the system.
Completing solution of the problem in the final design stage involves the following
additional issues:
"* Safety: selective features, override control loops, etc.
"• Optimizing control procedures: searching for a new optimum level of operation,
implementation strategies, and variable control structures.
"* Startup, restart, shutdown, and changeover control procedures.
"* Control procedures for emergency situations.
At this stage, many of the critical questions have been resolved; what is left, however, still
demands careful and methodical work.
2.6 PERSPECTIVE
These are only the initial steps toward development of the highly integrated operations
expected in future productive systems. Since the 1940s, the world has been split between
capitalism and communism-east and west. Many now envision a world that is split between fast
and slow economies. This vision is premised on the evolution of a single integrated loop
connecting all the key parties to a commercial transaction: customer, producer, distributor, and
payment agency. Underpinning this loop is a system of lean production that uses less of
everything compared with past mass production systems: half the human effort in the plant, half
the space for manufacturing, half the investment in tools, and half the engineering hours to develop
new products in half the time. Plants would be designed in a top-down fashion to gain efficiency

levels bordering on perfection and producing continually declining costs, zero defects, zero
inventories, and endless product variety.
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As these economic and technological trends mature, a shift to top-down combat system
design methods seems highly likely. The course of the NATO Frigate Replacement Program
(NFR-90) clearly points to a shift in this direction. All of the nations involved wanted a structured
approach to combat system functional design based on the operational requirements of the warfare
systems and the threats. Program requirements therefore called for a top-down approach to
functional design of the combat system. This was to include explicit specifications for (1) how
those functions were to perrorm, (2) where they would be located within the system, and (3) how
they would relate to other functions that must be performed.

3.0 IDENTIFYING USER NEEDS
This section addresses the problem of identifying user needs, an aspect of combat system
engineering that deserves consideration as a way of improving design quality and strengthening the
system engineering process at the same time.
A basic principle of combat system engineering is that design must be user centered: that
is, the design objectives must be aimed to help users achieve the operational objectives for which
they are responsible. What makes user-centered design difficult is that it may take five or six
attempts to get a design right. Since users will not accept a product that does not work right,
necessary testing and refinement cannot be performed after release of the product. The best
solution is thus to break out of a straightline development process to allow users to test early
descriptions and prototypes of the product system (several times if need be) and then refine its
design in response to their experience. The final design must still be supportable but, in general,
the initial design should concentrate on the user for whom the system is targeted. Identifying end
iuse environments is also a concern, since the new system must fit in comfortably with systems and
processes already in service. The necessary information can be gathered by observing users
working at tasks that will be affected by a new system, by conducting interview, or by "walking a
mile in the user's shoes" as a participating observer.
The underlying concept is to create a user-centered design process based on early and
continuous efforts to identify and validate user needs. Five steps are essential:
* Identify and understand potential users.

i

I

• Understand user environments and tasks to define all functionality needed in
operations.
"" Formulate alternative service concepts and assess how new systems or technology
would benefit the users. Cost, performance, data, technology constraints, and
capabilities of other user equipment are considered in this step from a total system
point of view.
"

1
I

Analyze current strengths and opportunities as well as key areas in which better
quality would improve user satisfaction. How each function should be provided is
also determined in this step with prototypes and trials to gain critical user feedback
and refine the design concept.
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Apply this knowledge to create or modify systems and procedures for delivery of
quality in combat systems.
Combining the lessons learned from all five steps will enable combat system designers to
identify the small number of product features that are vitally important. This feature set establishes
the key design dimensions.

I

3.1 MISSION AND OPERATING CONCEPT
Planning for naval forces occurs at four primary levels. The first (global) considers the
overall character and contribution of naval forces to the national security. The overall mission and
role of the service, its design or architecture, the methodology to be used in force planning or
design, and the performance standards to be met are key concerns at this level.
The second level (force planning) takes into account the likelihood and severity of potential
armed conflicts, forecasts of military technology, and national security policy. At this level,
decisions are made about what mission capabilities to pursue and what technology to introduce.
The third level (component forces) provides for implementation of Navy force planning
decisions. The chief concerns are the numbers and capabilities of operating units needed, the
potential uses of new technologies, and the budgetary choices that must be made. For example,
new construction and modernization programs for surface combatants are formulated at this
planning level.

3

The fourth level (program elements) provides for realization of needed changes in system
capabilities and configurations. Resource allocation decisions are the chief concerns at this level.
For example, a short-range AAW missile may replace an existing AAW gun system in a new
combat system baseline configuration.
Combat systems must be designed to support a general concept of operations with
minimum dependence on operational or implementation details that cannot be reliably., foreseen.
Defining a reference model for combat operations maKes a reasonable starting point. This model
should be framed to capture basic missions and operating concepts rather than to represent specific
engagement details. It must provide for definition of key concepts (e.g., entities, systems, and
interactions) and a structure accommodating relationships between the defined terms. For
completeness, these relationships should encompass all actions that may be expected in any given
operating
environment.
In naval
addition,
thisasreference
model
reflect of
planning
doctrines for
the conduct of
warfare
they relate
to theshould
employment
combat concepts
systems. and
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The choice of mission as a key organizing factor for combat systems is an important step.
Notions of centralization and decentralization are closely linked to whether an organization is
structured in terms of mission or function.
Organizing by mission reduces the opportunity for exploiting economies of scale, and there
is a possibility that the mission-oriented subgroups will become parochial in outlook. In highly
decentralized command structures, ambiguity and the need for unstructured problem solving by
lower level personnel may lead to degraded morale or performance. But mission decomposition
16
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substantially reduces coordination requirements, provided the missions can be carried out in an
relatively independent manner.

I
_

In this approach, the system is viewed as a black box that has well-defined responses to
external stimuli. The requirements 'engineer identifies discrete incidents that occur in the
environment of the system and defines the responses to these events as separate processes. This
approach has the advantage of forcing the developer into the specifics of the application. Once the
basic model is built, it is easy to add response constraints and to construct acceptance tests. A
severe disadvantage is that the model is unstable in the face of changing requirements.
Functional decomposition permits economies of scale due to specializatioa, but there are
very few missions that functionally organized units can perform by themselves. Ordinarily, a
higher level decision maker must provide overall coordination and control, or if the task is a routine
one, standard operating procedures may be sufficient. Organizations that are functionally
structured from top to bottom are likely to incur heavy coordination costs, whatever the means
used. Thus, such organizations tend to be less able to adapt to rapidly changing situations.
The primary alternative to functional decomposition is to organize by mission at the top and
by function nearer the bottom of the hierarchy. Most organizations use such a mixture. The main
question for design is then at what level to segment on missions and at what level by specialty and
function. Another key question is how the specialty subunits can be brought into the service of the
units.

3mission-oriented

3.2 ACTION PATHS
A combat system may be viewed as a plat for the processing of targets. Value is created by
execution of warfighting proces,;es under orders. Each warfighting process involves a string of
discrete actions for functions designed and sequenced to achieve a significant combat task. Such
strings of discrete actions or functions are termed action paths. Since many different action paths
are employed, each critical to some aspect of mission performance, combat systems are designed
around the diverse action paths that must be produced.
A set of generic action paths is shown in Figure 5 below. The structure of action paths is
addressed in Table 1. For a given scenario and set of mission packages, the problem of combat
system design can then be approached as follows:
For each given scenario and mission package, start with a generic action path and
proceed to construct functional descriptions tailored to the given scenario and set of
mission packages.

I
I

I
I

*

•

Identify existing or projected functional options for implementation of each action
path (whether complete or fragmentary), considering each path element in turn.
Examine the potential for resource sharing or contention, interference, and support
h-•tween the action paths.
Use information gained about path interactions to identify underlying structure
within the combat system and to evaluate candidate architectures.
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FIGURE 5. TARGET PROCESSING PLANT

TABLE 1. GENERIC ACTION PATHS
INFORMATION PROCESSING ACTIVITIES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Detect need for action
Observe information and data
Identify present state of system
Assess effects on current task
Evaluate performance criteria
Assess effect of goal change
on current task
7. Define task; select desired change
of system condition
8. Formulate procedure; plan
sequence of actions
9. Execute; coordinate actions

U

STATES OF KNOWLEDGE

Alert generated
Set of observations
Deviation from target
Closure uncertainty
Goal set revised
Target state identified
New task specified
Procedure selected
Actions completed

Action paths can be organized by warfare mission area. When this procedure is used for
strike warfare (STW), the results are as shown by Figures 6 and 7 below.
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Only when the concept has been tested and all relevant groups of users identified can the
system be formally defined. In any case. continuous dialogue is necessary because the user is the
one who best knows the process to be controlled. Where possible, it is advisable to take a user
into the project team. This requires that the requirement specifications can be understood by the
user and that the models can be used in the dialogue. The definition must address not only all
functions required by each type of user, but also such factors as how users learn to utilize the
system, how it is obtained, how it is installed and maintained, and how it is controlled.
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A primary advantage of computer aids is the creation of a database that can be accessed by
the requirement specification team and that also indicates items not yet defined so that they cannot
be forgotten. Sometimes a high-level model of the real-time control system and its environment can
be generated, provided the execution times of actions (including the real-time executive) are known.
Such a model could be executed to produce simple actions in response to simulated stimuli. More
complex outputs can be generated by cascading these simple actions, with each action setting
conditions that trigger other actions until a realistic scenario has been assembled. Such execution is
often called rapid prototyping and is the first step of what can be characterized as incremental
development.

I
I
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Without clear standards for the process of generating requirements, designers face several
problems in identifying and verifying user needs.
"• Without a clear statement of methodology to guide preparation, requirements tend to
vary in technical content. Some will be overspecified, while others will be vague or
even incompatible.

I

"• Unless formal procedures are established for identifying or validating user needs,
user input is often lacking or unsatisfactory.

m

"* Once specifications are written and released to designers, there may be no formal
mechanism of change control. Indeed, redundant documents may be created
because designers have gotten used to doing their own system engineering.
An ongoing quality improvemient process is needed to overcome these problems. Process
quality metrics can be defined in terms of timeliness of document delivery; amount of user input;
percent of documents requiring no rework; reviewer judgments of quality, considering readability,
accuracy, clarity, completeness, and treatment of open issues; responsiveness of system engineers in
handling open issues; and the numbers and types of change requests.
3.3 EXTERNAL BEHAVIOR GOALS

m

An important step toward system definition is to produce a statement of the target system's
functional or behavioral requirements that meet certain criteria. It is quite natural to view the system
and its environments as large cooperating processes that can be partitioned into successively smaller
ones by functional decomposition. This approach, which is also used with real-time systems,
focuses first on processes, then on control, and finally on data items. The results are good,
provided the processes allow straightforward decomposition and the personnel are experienced in
defining interfaces between the subprocesses.

I

To improve results without undue interference, certain guides for constructing functional
requirements statements have been devised. As a point of departure, it is presumed the
requirements would be written in natural language sentences. The guidelines are as follows:

I

Implementation Independence: Each statement should be implementation free; that
is, it should specify what is required of the target system but not how that
requirement is to be met.
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• Unifunctionality: Each statement should describe a single function (not multiple
functions) to be featured in the target system.
• Common ConceptualLevel: All requirement statements should be at the same level
of abstraction to the extent possible.
Of the three, probably the most important characteristic is implementation independence.
When faced with a complex design problem, there is a tendency for the designer to break the
problem into subproblems that resemble familiar problems from past practice. Such a
decomposition may well be a poor one from the system architecture viewpoint. To avoid this, it is
important to exclude statements that primarily express implementation mechanisms.
System functional requirements are not usually expressed in this way in practice. The usual
format is extended prose, including a mix of functional and procedural information spanning a wide
range of conceptual levels. Consequently, it is necessary to have a way of translating the prose
specifications into an appropriate form.
Once a satisfactory set of requirements has been generated, the designer must examine each
pair of statements in turn and make a judgment as to whether a significant interaction exists. This
may be done by considering how each requirement might be implemented in the target system and
whether substantial interaction (interference or support) is likely. This is called interdependency
analysis; the results are used to create a weighted interaction matrix.
The problem data may also be used to construct a nondirected graph, in which each node
corresponds to a requirement statement and each link corresponds to an interdependency. The
problem of partitioning complex systems into interconnected subsystems then reduces to
consideration of simple connectivity properties of the graph obtained. The coupling variables
correspond to the articulation set, while the simply connected components of the subgraphs formed
by suppressing the articulation set correspond to the subsystems. For higher order graphs, the
choice of articulation sets (and thus of decompositions) may be large and a choice must be made
using some criterion such as minimal interactions.
3.4 SUMMARY

I
*

I
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None of the elements of a user-centered design process are actually new. Instead, what is
different is the emphasis placed on finding out from the users themselves what they want to do and
what tools they need and prefer to use. User-centered design is a process that permeates the
creation of a product or system. From the start, it draws on a wide variety of techniques to define
systems based on objectively measured and verifiable user needs.

4.0 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
This section considers the functional analysis step, the intent of which is to identify
operating concepts and functional performance characteristics that can meet user needs for the
system.
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4.1 PROCESS-ORIENTED APPROACH
There are two approaches to design of reliable systems. A process-oriented approach,
viewing computation in terms of procedures acting on data, is traditional. In this view, resources
(data and devices) are bound to the address space of a process during its execution. The process is
responsible for recovering its locus of execution, along with the resources bound to its address
space. Checkpointing and rollback serve as the primary recovery mechanisms for constructing
resilient processes. The possibility that rollback of one process may lead to a cascade of rollbacks
then becomes a key concern. The main alternative is an object-oriented viewpoint, in which
computation is viewed in terms of objects acting on messages. The process-oriented approach is
considered here; the object-oriented approach is addressed in the section that follows.
A combat system can be viewed as a system for processing targets, as illustrated in
Figure 5 above. In essence, each warfighting path then constitutes a sequential process for end-toend engagement of a target. Section 2.0 of Reference 10 provides a conceptual and generic
description of what a combat system is and does in terms of basic warfighting processes. The
point of departure for a process-oriented approach to combat system architecture design is thus a
high-level definition of the engagement processes to be conducted. What is necessary is to
understand the basic purpose of each process and how it operates. This involves identification of
all process boundaries, work groups, outputs and customers, inputs and suppliers, subprocesses
and flows. The procedure given below is based on work by an AT&T Quality Steering Committee
(Reference 11).

I
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Preparation: First, draw a box to represent the process. The box itself represents process
external boundaries. Inputs from suppliers enter the process box from the left, and customer
outputs exit to the right, across the boundaries.
Step 1: List major work groups, dividing the process box into columns and using one
column for each work group involved. Depending on the level of the process, these work groups
may be organizational units, functions, departments, or teams intrinsic to process operation.
Unless you are working with a very high-level process, a diagram with more than five groups is
probably too detailed. The groups represent internal process boundaries.
Step 2: Identify process outputs and their recipients, who are viewed as the customers

I
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served. These are listed to the right of the process box.
Step 3: Identify all process inputs and suppliers, listing them to the left of the process box.
Step 4: Identify subprocesses and flows. One process input is taken at a time. The
objective is to identify what work activities the input feeds, what group performs those activities,
and what outputs are produced. Activities should not be defined so broadly as to cross over
between groups (columns). Within columns, if more than three activities appear in a series without
any external inputs, the diagram is probably too detailed. For each activity thus identified, proceed
to identify the downstream activities that are fed by the outputs produced. This step is iterated until
all the process inputs and outputs identified in Steps 2 and 3 are connected. The connecting paths
consist of a series of work inputs, activities, outputs, and information flows. Details should be
avoided; the aim is to produce a broad description for the overall process.
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Step 5: Validate process definition by checking the flow diagrams produced against how
the process really operates. Particular care must be taken to identify rework loops, ad hoc
procedures, and any workarounds that may exist. Usually it takes several passes to get the diagram
right. For a complex process, it may be useful to first list the activities of each major group and
then consider the interconnections.
Additional steps may be employed to rationalize the process (i.e., to simplify its operation)
or to examine its behavior at interfaces. The idea is to consider the following questions for each
activity.
4.1.1 Process Simplification
*
•

Is the activity needed? Does it add value?
Is the activity performed to accommodate errors-e.g, rework?
Is the activity performed to undo the work of someone else?
• What opportunities for creating errors are introduced by rework?
a What are the obvious redundancies?
* Should someone else perform the work activity?
• Should the activity be combined with other activities?
* Should activities be run in parallel instead of series fashion?

I

4.1.2 Behavior At Interfaces
"" How do things get lost, changed, or misinterpreted between activities?
"* Is there adequate feedback/communication between activities?
" Are clear internal customer/supplier requirements established?
• Are roles and responsibilities clearly defined?
"• Are there undue delays?
"* What practice determines the order in which work is processed, including special
cases such as work-arounds or ad hoc procedures?
" Is there a more efficient or effective way of transmitting information or materials?
Sources of error, potential bottlenecks, and the adequacy of internal controls, including
management of process change, must also be considered. Where possible, it is important to
interview the people who do the work to obtain information on internal process problems. This
approach is based on principles of task decomposition and has been tested by long use.
4.2 STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION
Concurrently with the functional analysis, a variety of system engineering studies are
performed to select from alternate choices of function sequences to determine the best system
design approach and to make tradeoffs in the grouping and arrangement of functions to form a
functional architecture for the combat system. Analytical studies are an important part of this
design process. Usually, the following four steps are involved.

I
I
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"D
"* Developing a model or representation of the physical system
* Developing a mathematical representation of the physical systemi
"• Analysis to determine the general properties of the system and its responses due to
input signals

3

"* Design that is carried out on the model of the physical system to improve or
optimize performance by adjusting system parameters

3

In conventional control problems, mathematical models form the basis of design
techniques-that is, of analysis, decomposition, and control synthesis. Quality design work
involves the specification of many variables that together define a product, how it is made, and
how it behaves. Reference 12 shows how a structured approach can be used to organize the
design of a system, to develop an effective engineering plan, to show where estimates are required,
and to analyze the flow of information in design work.
The first step is to list the variables that define the design of the system. Each variable is
then considered to see what other variables must be known before its value can be determined.
This implies a precedence ordering of variables, and the predecessors for each variable must be
identified. This defines an interaction matrix M for the design problem. In effect, M defines
required information flows for solution of the design problem. A mark in the ith row and jth
column of M means that determination of variable xi depends on xj. The diagonal elements are all
marked and circled. If all entries above the diagonal are unmarked, the variables can be determined
one at a time. If the ijth mark falls above the diagonal, however, the value of xj must be found to
begin an estimation process for xi.

3

To identify the structure present in the process data, it is often convenient to construct
graphs using the following conventions:
"* The nodes of the graph are the problem variables
"* The arcs represent elementary processes (nonvalued)
The result is a graph representation for the input/output structure of the system of interest.
This approach is often used to identify subsystem structure within a high-order system.
In general, some of the design variables are interdependent so that the interaction matrix M
contains circuits. This makes it impossible to reorder the variables to that M is lower triangular.
However, the variables can be reordered so that each mark appears either below the diagonal or
within square blocks set on the diagonal. A matrix ordered this way is called block triangular.
Decomposition, reduction, and multicriterion optimization methods call for three things:
knowledge of the system; a well-defined state space model; and where applicable, a definition of
the subsystems and their interactions. Generally, opportunities to observe the complex system of
interest are essential to gain the desired state of knowledge. In particular, two preliminary steps
may be needed: analysis of system data, particularly to define interconnections and display the
system's internal structure; and structural analysis to break down the system and identify
subsystems.
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF PROCESS DATA
A complex process often can be broken down into a collection of smaller, nearly
independent, but interconnected subprocesses. The overall approach may be to assume an
hierarchical structure exists and to study.system data in order to define interconnections and display
the system's internal structure. System identification is particularly difficult (and important) for
command and control functions.
This may be accomplished through statistical methods (such as principal components
analysis, regression, canonic analysis, or factor analysis), indexes of similarity and dissimilarity,
and by an informational approach. The data consist of system information vectors for several
different observations. Analysis may give a transition or coupling matrix, or equivalently some
graphic representation of the complex system of interest.
A key special case is the technique of natural decomposition that is based on the presence of
weakly coupled subsystems within the system. Natural structure is present because all the
variables are not related to each other, or because there exists a hierarchy in the strength of the
couplings between them. Analysis of subsystem stabilities and properties of the interconnections
will then shed light on overall system stability and permit appropriate hierarchical or decentralized
controls to be put in place. Such characteristics hold for a large class of interconnected systems
found in practice. In addition, this technique allows full exploitation of prior knowledge about the
complex system or process of interest.

4.4 CONTROL OBJECTIVES
Next, the task of formulating concise objectives for combat system control characteristics,
based on general operational needs, must be addressed. Maintaining the user's perspective,
attributes for system functionality, usability, performance, and cost are to be identified. Overall
capability, environmental resistance, reliability, operating constraints, safety, affordability, and
extensibility must be considered. Once corresponding quality measures and target values are
established, success measures can be defined to help designers determine when to stop the iterative
design process.
It is usually necessary to start with a qualitative formulation of control objectives for a
given combat system. Two categories of objectives are considered. The first reflects operational
feasibility concerns. Associated control objectives may originate in performance quality
specifications, survivability or environmental considerations, and operational requirements. They
are usually a function of interaction process variables that must be kept within specified bounds
despite the uncontrolled entry of disturbances into the system.

I

The second category is derived from economic considerations. These enter the picture only
if, after satisfying the first category of objectives, opportunities exist to manipulate the system into
one or more relatively economical operating regimes. Feedback loops can sometimes be formed to
govern economic performance.

I
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4.5 MEASURED AND MANIPULATED VARIABLES

i

Most available control theories assume that measured and manipulated variables are selected
prior to control design. One of the basic questions a system engineer faces in designing large and
complex systems thus goes unanswered. This section considers the selection of measured and
manipulated variables. Reference 3 gives a systematic procedure for making these choices in place
of the rules of thumb normally employed.
Manipulated variables are the inputs adjusted by controllers to compensate for the effects of
disturbances. It is not necessary that there be a one-to-one correspondence between manipulations
and process variables, since various combinations of the latter sometimes can be used. It is
important to identify all available feasible manipulations, both primary and secondary. The
particular set chosen for use in control design will drive response capabilities of the system and
influence its ability to achieve the control objectives on a continuous basis. Reliability and ease of
operation are important as criteria in the selection of manipulated variables.

I

i

A set of measured variables is used for system monitoring and control purposes, forming
the basis for synthesis of a proper plant monitoring system. Operability objectives usually directly
dictate the measurements that should be made for monitoring system operation. For economic
objectives, the variables of interest often cannot be measured directly, and so appropriate
secondary variables must be selected for measurement. Both primary and secondary
measurements must be identified for use in direct and indirect (inferential or adaptive) control
loops.
The disturbances that the system will experience during operational use must also be
considered and their impact on performance evaluated before a satisfactory control structure can be
determined. The term disturbance is borrowed from the field of adaptive control, where output
feedback is used to bring the controlled plant into conformity with a reference model specifying
desired performance. However, noise present in output measurements can interfere with error
assessment. Since a plant is rarely linear over its entire operating range, similar effects may occur
due to modelling error. In addition, plant parameters can vary with time, as such variations
provide the rationale for adaptive control. In all these cases, the output of the plant can be
expressed as the sum of two components, one of which may be considered a disturbance for the
purposes of analysis. A key design objective is to assure the boundedness of the output error
between plant and model.

I
i
I

By shifting to an external or implicit reference model, it is possible to regard the
disturbance vector as simply the vector of external inputs to the controlled process. Just as control
objectives can be divided into layers (self-organizing, adaptation, optimization, and regulation), so
the disturbance vector can be partitioned into several components. For instance, the disturbance
vector is often partitioned into stationary and nonstationary components. The former correspond to
fast variations that must be suppressed by reactive or reflexive methods, and the latter to persistent
and/or periodic variations that must be handled at higher levels in the organization for battle. In
general, a corresponding set of disturbances will be identified for each distinct set of control
objectives pre'•,•nt in the system.
Two forms of cnigagement interaction can occur. A reactive engagement is one in which
some target is treated as a disturbance input requiring an event-oriented or transaction-processing
response. The second form involves a transformational process that, like decentralized execution

I
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of STW, may involve a batch processing mode. To survey and then classify the characteristics of
possible disturbances is one of the first steps in developing control structures. it helps to
the control task into its regulatory and optimizing pans, and it also determines the
extent of each task. Further, the operational impact of the various slow disturbances entering the
system drives the extent of the optimizing control structure and provides the initial guidelines for its
design.

Idecompose
*

4.6 PERSPECTIVE
Defining high-level functional requirements for the system of interest and partitioning them
into subsets in an effective manner may be called system architecture design. Generation of such a
design is the aim of the functional analysis step in the conceptual design process. Results from this
stage of design may be used to prepare functional flow diagrams and descriptions (F2 D2 )
conforming to MIL-STD-490, which sets forth practices for the preparation and interpretation of
military specifications. The F2 D2 approach involves a top-down functional analysis, with
increasingly more detailed information arranged in tiers. The different tiers never appear on a
single diagram, each giving a self-contained and complete description of system functionality at a
chosen level of detail. The tiers are structured as follows:
Tier 0: System requirements are identified and translated into functional requirements.

3

Tier 1: A top-level (Tier 0) diagram is analyzed and partitioned into subsystems. Each
block shown in the top-level diagram is analyzed and translated into design requirements for
subsystem functions. At this level, implementation of the functions is not addressed.
Tier 2: Required functions of the subsystems are analyzed and then partitioned into
requirements for major equipments, manned operating stations, and computer programs.
Tier 3: Required functions of major equipments, manned operating stations, and computer
programs are analyzed and then partitioned into requirements for (1) cabinet drawers and consoles,
(2) operator tasks, and (3) computer program modules.
Most likely, only the first two tiers will be needed for the functional analysis phase of
conceptual design. Important aspects of the Tier 3 analysis may be addressed in requirements
allocation using object-oriented design methods, which are discussed in Section 5.0.
Creation of large, complex systems is very difficult and challenging work. It is difficult for
system designers to mentally grasp all, or even most, of a system's parts at one time. Structured
design techniques are widely used to overcome this obstacle. Reference 13 outlines an overall
structured design method as follows:
1. Develop a method-independent and complete description of the external
behavior required of the system.
2. Choose an appropriate organizational framework for the system.

I
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3. Proceed to decompose overall functions into subfunctions, and compose
primitive functions into higher level functions until all the requirements have
been satisified.
4. Using various design rules and measures of coupling and cohesion, refine the
design for increased modularity, extensibility, and likely reusability of modules.
5. Complete detailed designs as necessary for all modules.
In general, system partitioning into modules, module arrangement, and definition of
interfaces are not sufficient to guarantee real-time reliability. Methods based on the notion of finite
state machines may be used to examine key timing constraints and decision structure factors
important in design of time-critical systems. Users need to know not only what the black box will
do, but also how long it will take and what it will do with unanticipated problems.

5.0 ALLOCATION OF REQUIREMENTS

I
l
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This section addresses the requirements allocation step of conceptual design. This step
allocates system performance, integration, and affordability requirements on a functional basis
among the subsystems identified by functional analysis. Section 5.1 thus considers how the
problem of allocating functions between men and machines can be addressed. Since control
structures must support the battle organization, combat system design efforts should be grounded
in a clear statement of the role of humans. Section 5.2 considers the object-oriented approach to
structured design, which provides a systematic framework for allocation of requirements to
subsystems (objects).
5.1 ROLE OF HUMANS

n

Recent research (for example, Reference 14) suggests that once the main operational
objectives have been identified, the roles that humans will play in achieving these objectives should
be the first concern of system design. For this reason, it is essential to develop a clear
understanding of the tasks to be performed by the potential users. Ways of assisting humans in
these tasks can then be considered. In particular, allocation of basic weapon control tasks to men
vs. machines is a primary issue for design. Reference 15 considers rules for allocating functions
to human vs. machines. Basic design principles include the following:

I
I

"

MandatoryAllocation. Human control may be required because of a role of hwuansU
statement developed by human factors specialists as a cornerstone of the system
operating concept. Legal, safety, and performance considerations can also drive the
allocation.

"• Balance of Value: A hypothetical allocation can be based on estimates of the relative
value of humans or machines as performers of the intended function.
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"" Utilitarianand Cost-based Allocation: A function may be allocated to humans
simply because they are present and there is no reason why they should not perform
the work. Otherwise, allocate on the basis of least cost.
"Affective or Cognitive Support: Affective support refers to the emotional needs of
humans, such as their need to know their work is valued, to feel personally secure,
and to feel they are in control. Cognitive support refers to the human need for
information to be ready for actions or decisions that may be required.

I
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Information about relative goodness of men or machines for a given task is often capsulated
in the form of a Fitts list, sometimes called a Men Are Better At-Machines Are Better At (MABAMABA) chart. Several more detailed procedural guides are available, but have not become widely
used tools of system design.
5.2 OBJECT-ORIENTED METHODS
In object-oriented design, computation is viewed in terms of objects acting on messages, and
eeachresource
ipermanentlybound the
to
address space of an associated process-the object
manager. Every other process that wants to access this resource does so by invoking the interface
procedures supported by the object manager. Each object manager virtually defines an errorconfining domain within which it is responsible for enforcing needed concurrency control rules and
recovering objects from faults and system crashes. The primary recovery mechanisms include
forward/backward logs, careful replacement, and object replication. Processes are no longer held
responsible for recovering the objects they access during their execution; however, they are still held
responsible for recovering their execution locus. This requires establishing recovery points and
rolling back a process to some recovery point. A major advantage of the object-oriented approach
is the clean separation between the recovery functions for processes and objects. Another
advantage is that for each object type, recovery mechanisms can be tailored to the type integrity
requirements.

I
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When object-oriented methods are used for structuring, the system and its environment are
viewed as a collection of interacting objects. Objects interact through well-defined interfaces. Since
the internal structure of one object is not directly accessible to another, each object represents an
independent domain. The whole system thus can be viewed as a collection of objects. From the
viewpoint of reliable system design, such an approach .s very attractive because it supports
confinement of errors within an object boundary. The following general design principles are used
for identifying, relating, structuring, and controlling system objects.
5.2.1 Identification of Objects. Functions. and Services
Postulate a set of objects and then associate them with major functions. Named objects
should be used to represent system and software entities, thereby creating a representation for
essential resources and processes and permitting the latest possible binding of objects to physical
resources. The problem can then be decomposed into parts as follows:

I

I

• What objects are required:
0 What should they be named?
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"* How should they be located and addressed?
"• How should they communicate?
"* How should they be controlled and coordinated?
Ideas of class and inheritance are used to guide definition of objects. Classes are based on
a template giving a general description for the purpose, structure, behavior, and interfaces of
associated entities. They are related by inheritance rules, usually producing some form of
hierarchical relationship that encourages modularity in the system. Objects are defined as instances
of the classes and communicate by exchanging messages. Objects uniquely encapsulate a system's
design both in terms of its data structures and in terms of required behavior, which helps to ensure
a tight binding between system definition and implementation.

5.2.2 Identification of Functional Modules
Specify objects and functions by services performed. This is equivalent to speiifying a
virtual machine as thei vehicle for achieving system requirements. The chief advantage of this
approach is that concerns about hardware or software details (e.g., bus structure or network
protocols) are not allowed to interfere with the process of identifying desirable system properties,
which should be largely independent of implementation methods. This helps to separate software
architecture from softwate design.
"

3
•

Design for multiple use modules by specifying general functional modules for all
nonunique application processing. This helps (1) to reduce redundancy of effort in
module development, (2) to reduce redundancy of storage space and execution time
during network operation, and (3) to confine the effects of component changes to a
small number of standardized modules.

"• Make the modules as independent as possible by allocating a single major function
or subfunction to each module.

I

"* Unique application functions should be put in application modules.
"

Use system state information as soon as it is available in order to eliminate the
module coupling that would be involved if the system were designed to recapture the
information later. State information should be used to plan resource use as far as
possible in advance, avoiding unnecessary message exchange and module
interaction.

U

5.2.3 Naming and Addressing of Objects
Make objects accessible by the type of service performed (or subject), independent of
location. Use location-independent means of access to objects so that users are free of constraints
in their access to resources by host identity or geographic location. Instead, users are free to access
resources by type of service. (This can be done by logical bus communications on local networks.)
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5.2.4 Interprocess Communication

3
*

0

Hide knowledge of message communication from objects. This is accomplished by
not -toring name, address, function, or other key information within objects.
Instead, one object invokes another indirectly by using s-i ice codes and a network
services directory.

0

Provide direct communication between objects. A method of maximizing
connectivity and accessibility is to use a logical bus communication system for local
area networks (LANs). Routing through intermediate objects introduces queueing
delays and will make maintenance difficult as the network configuration changes in
the future.

*

Separate control data from user data. A feature of the logical bus is the separation
of control data from user data by using separate logical data links and ports for
each. This aids maintenance, since changes in control data procedures and message
formats will not affect user data protocols and vice versa.
Minimize control message exchange between objects. An alternative to message
communication is the remote procedure call. This method appears to require more
explicit binding between objects than does message jfrocessing. Interrupt-driven
message recognition should be used instead.

5.3 SUMMARY

3

As compared to the classi..al approach to structured design, the object-oriented approach .s
an important step forward. It raises the problem of allocating functions to objects to new levels of
visibility and Lffectively communicates a potential for continual improvement of system
performance and cost characteristics through attention to this phase of design. See Figure 19 in
Section 7.1.3 of this report for an illustration of the potential significance of an object-oriented
approach to combat system engineering.

6.9 PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
This section outlines the modelling and analysis techniques that comprise the foundations
of control theory and are needed for use at the fourth step in conceptual design-preliminary
systems analysis. At this stage, alternative design solutions are identified and screened to eliminate
those that are clearly unattractive, leaving only the most promising for evaluation. The work is
performed in an iterative process and must cover an array of tradeoffs adequate to supr.rt the
major design decisions that are to be made.
In this report, a plain font is used with lower case letters to denote scalars, whle upper case
letters are used to denote sets. For example, x and t denote scalar variables, while m and n are
positive integers. Greek letters are used at times for key parameters. Such letters as G, S, and T are
used to denote graphs, sets, and transformations as indicated in the text. However, letters M and N
are used to denote the limits of an index set. A bold font is used with lower case letters to denote
vectors: and with upper case letters to denote matrixes. Thus x denotes an axl state vector and x(t)
is a vector valued function of time. Similarly, u denotes an mx I input vector. The symbols A, B
denote matrixes of dimensions nxn and mxn, respectively.
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6.1 LARGE-SCALE, COMPLEX SYSTEMS
In the design of large and complex systems, great difficulties may be encountered in
developing mathematical representations of physical systems and in conducting analysis and design
efforts.
Large-scale systems are usually
defined as those whose mathematical
representations
contain 100 or more state variables. However, these representations often contain linear equations
or can be treated using normal, traditional mathematical tools. A spatial or geographic distribution
is often associated with large-scale systems. Examples include large production units and
distribution and service networks such as the Navy logistical support system. Difficulties arise in
developing mathematical representations for such systems due to their size and the information
flow constraints imposed by geographical distribution.
Complex systems, on the other hand, have representations given by systems of partial
differential equations, highly nonlinear models, and qualitative representations using fuzzy
concepts. Complex systems often have a large number of variables with many links and
interactions between them. Great difficulty is therefore encountered in representing them with
traditional mathematical tools. Usable models are difficult to develop, and those developed usually
have a high degree of mathematical complexity.
Although there is no universal definition for large-scale and complex systems,
Reference 16 indicates that they often have the following characteristics:

i

i
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"* Multiple controllers or decision makers are present, and the control computing is
decentralized to a significant extent.
"* Controllers have different but correlated information available to them, possibly at
different times.
"* Actions taken by controllers at one level are being coordinated at another level in a
hierarchical (multilevel) structure.
"• Controllers may operate as a team or in a conflicting manner with multiple or even
conflicting objectives.

i

"* The system must be represented by imprecise aggregatemodels.
"• Satisfactory control may be achievable by means of suboptimal or near-optimum
controls, sometimes called a satisficing strategy.
•

Centralized control methods cannot be used due either to a lack of centralized
computing capability or lack of centralized information.

Complex systems involve significant difficulties in problem analysis, decomposition,
aggregation, and control. The analysis phase calls for definition of the I/O, controls, construction
of the m del, estimation of the parameters, and definition of the criterion. This phase may not
yield to c rect attack in cases that involve high-order systems. Many large-scale systems found in
practical applications are not linear and involve parameters that are unknown or perhaps
32i
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imprecisely modeled. A common practice is thus to design for operation around a set of nominal
operating points or trajectories. Even so, the models formulated may be too complex and too
detailed for immediate application of optimal control techniques. Measures must then be taken to
simplify the overall problem or break it into subproblems that are easier to solve. These problem
characteristics are summarized in Figure 8.
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FIGURE 8. PROBLEM CHARACTERISTICS

Combat systems of the World War II era were a federation of loosely coupled and
coordinated weapon systems. Each weapon system was typically configured with one engagement
control loop. Since then, with the advent of computer technology, the trend has been toward more
weapon system automation and control and more coordination among weapon systems.
Orthogonal to this trend has been the trend toward more cooperation or sharing of information
among combat system elements. This has greatly increased the linkages and interactions within
combat systems. These trends are likely to continue.

I
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What makes the combat systems of today complex is the high degree of coordination and
information exchange among the system elements-from the human decision makers and system
managers to the electronic loops controlling the various system processes. Extension of this trend
to systems with elements distributed among several different ships will further increase complexity
and scale.
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Advancing technologies for automation and control have made the engineering of largescale systems an area of significant and growing practical importance. Decomposition,
aggregation, and model reduction are the principal techniques used to deal with the associated
complex modelling problems and have received considerable attention over the last 15 yr. Model
reduction methods transform a complex problem into one of reduced scale or dimension to which
standard methods (e.g., mathematical programming) can be applied.
6.2 DECOMPOSITION METHODS
The partitioning of a combat system is not dictated by computational considerations but is
part of the overall design strategy. In fact, an inappropriate decomposition can add to problem
difficulty.
The system engineer should first seek to place the control objectives in some hierarchical
order, so that corresponding control systems can be synthesized in a sequential manner. The next
concern should be the possibility of decomposing the overall system in such a way that only
smaller problems need to be addressed. Of course, the potential impact of any decomposition on
command and control must also be considered. Both concerns must be reflected in formulation of
a criterion for decomposition. The main guidelines are as follows:
"* Form subsystems around a common functional goal.

I
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"* Provide for minimal interaction among subsystems in the final configuration; i.e.,
an involved coordination among subsystems should not be required every time a
disturbance enters the system.
6.2.1 Horizontal Decomposition

n

Large and complex processes often can be decomposed into a collection of smaller, nearly
independent, but interconnected subprocesses. TIc separate pieces have reduced dimensionality
and are thus easier to solve than the original problem. Each subsystem is then handled by a local
control unit, and the overall process may or may not be coordinated by higher levels of control
(hierarchical or decentralized structure). Without the natural structure exploited by this approach,
control actions taken in one subsystem might require simultaneous and compensatory actions
elsewhere, making coordination difficult. The advantages of decomposition can be realized despite
the presence of weak interactions between subsystems, but the overall process must be separable to
at least a first approximation. System horizontal structure generally reflects temporal, functional,
or spatial connectivity of the complex system or process of interest.

I
3

While decomposition is easy in theory, the subsystem structure must, in practice, preserve
constraints, information structures, and authority structures that are societally acceptable. Success
is determined, in part, by the particular decomposition and coordination techniques employed.
Three main principles are used in coordination, as described below.

n

1. Balance Coordination: Each subsystem treats the model coordination variable
as a pseudocontrol variable in solving its own subproblem, while the
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coordinator upgrades and supplies each subsystem with its goal coordination
variables.

*

2. Prediction Coordination: The coordinator predicts the model and goal
coordination variables of each subsystem and then supplies these values to the
subsystems.
3. Penalty Coordination: The coordinator upgrades and supplies model and goal
coordination variables to each subsystem, where coordination is achieved by the
penalty weighting of coordination errors.
Horizontal decomposition is associated with a general mathematical formalization, unlike
the case of vertical decomposition, which tends to be driven by decision and control capabilities
rather than process characteristics. Briefly, vertical division is difficult to formalize on the
mathematical level, the chief concern being to compromise between the period of intervention at
one level Ti and the sophistication of the algorithm employed at this level.

3

5
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6.2.2 Vertical Decomposition
As a complement to horizontal decomposition methods, this approach deals with the
complexity of the overall control response function by breaking it down into several functional or
temporal layers of control. For example, the process may involve layers with different response
dynamics and perhaps different timescales. This leads to vertical and temporal decomposition
approaches intended to shape a satisfactory response function by the coordinated action of several
simpler controllers. The overall approach is one of successive approximation, in which initial
solutions for the local controllers are simplified by relaxation of the coupling constraints.
The layers of the hierarchy represent different kinds of control functions, and so require
different kinds of computation and information processing algorithms. Figure 9 shows a
multilayer control structure based on a functional decomposition of a complex control problem.
The structure shown is widely employed in the field of automatic control.

STRUCTURE

I

I

PARAMETERS*

INPUTS

CONTROL

ADAPTATION

i

i

POESOUTPUTS

FIGURE 9. MULTILAYER CONTROL STRUCTURE
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"Regulationor direct process control: An important characteristic of the first layer
is its ability to interact directly with the controlled plant and on the same timescale.
Data acquisition, event monitoring, and implementation of essential control actions
are primary subfunctions.

"

Supervisory: Another layer provides static or dynamic optimization of set points or
input trajectories for the controlled plant. This defines the immediate target or task
to be implemented by the first layer. In general, there may be a number of operating
modes or topologies identified for the system. Each may then have a different
mathematical model through which information describing the current state of the
system is transformed into directives applied to the first layer function. In particular,
it provides for transition of the plant from one operating mode to another.

"

Adaptation: This layer may intervene in the operation of the lower levels to modify
the process model or control law to be implemented. Typically, the actions taken at
this level reflect operating experience over a period of time. The actions are discrete,

I

occurring at predetermined time intervals or in response to certain events (such as
operator inputs).

3

Organization: This layer provides for choice of model, control, or policy structures
in terms of the environment. It may intervene directly in operations of the lower
control layers by a mode selection mechanism. More typically, it may be
implemented through an update of the control system design and reprogramming of
control computers.

3

"

Generally the levels are ordered by timescale, degree of aggregation, frequency of control, or
other attributes that must be considered at the design stage. For example, if ti denotes the period of
intervention at level i, then tl<t2 < .... < tn. The control structure thus acts as a selective filter of the
different disturbances affecting the process, the most rapid response measures occurring at the
lower levels. The structure also plays a role in organizing the flow of information through the
system and providing mechanisms for the effective use of feedbacks for control and decision
making.
The different layers represent different kinds of control functions, and so require different
kinds of computing and information processing algorithms. System integration is based on a clearcut assignment of tasks and responsibilities to the different layers of control.
A second form of multilayer control structure, based on a temporal decomposition of the
control problem, is also widely used. In this approach, the control or decision-making problem is
partitioned into subproblems based on different timescales relevant to the essential action functions.
These timescales reflect such factors as delays to obtain information or respond to prior actions,
temporal characteristics for different types of disturbance inputs, and the changing value of delayed
information or actions.
Vertical decomposition may be used together with horizontal division if the process is
structurally complex. This leads to multilevel, multiobjective structures. The direct control level
might be decentralized into N local control units, for example, while the optimization level is broken
down into two sublevels, one providing N different local controllers for optimization of the direct
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control level and a second providing coordination. Vertical decomposition on the basis of time
(planning horizon) is often used in production management, an application with characteristics
different from the usual control engineering application.

3 •.

~6.2.3 Spatio-Tem~oral Decompositio

5for
3

This involves a combination of the two previous types of decomposition, which is of interest
geographically distributed systems and gives rise simultaneously to different dynamics.

6.2.4 DecomRosition Quality
One criterion for a good decomposition is that it consist of modules that possess high
strength (internal binding) and are also weakly interconnected. The strength/coupling criterion may
be quantified in the following way. Suppose the graph representation of the target system design
problem is decomposed into nonoverlapping subgraphs G, ...... Gn. If si denotes the strength of
subgraph Gi and cij the coupling between subgraphs Gi and Gj, let

--

M =I

1<in(si) - Y, l-in-lX <1_i!n+l (Ci1)

The index M may be used as a figure of merit for the decomposition. The most useful definitions
for the si and cij discovered so far are as follows:
SSi

I
I
I-•

= [1i - (ni- 1)]/[(ni(ni- 1)/2) - (ni- 1)] [WJi]i
cij = (li/ninj)(wi/lij) = wij/ninj
where Ii
is the number of links in Gi, li is the number of links between Gi and G., ni is the number
of nodes in Gi, wi is the sum of weights on links in Gi, and w,, is the sum of link weights for links
between Gi and Gj. Note that si and cij are in [0,11. Also, the si terms are normalized with respect
to the minimum connectedness of the corresponding subgraph. That is, si measures the extent to
which the strength of Gi exceeds the minimum necessary to form a connected subgraph.
This approach is described in more detail by Reference 17. The problem of locating an
optimal decomposition may be formulated as a nonlinear integer programming problem, but
practical methods do not exist for exact solution. Partitioning methods and clustering methods,
based on a similarity measure defined on pairs of nodes (ij) are used to seek approximate
solutions.
Reference
18 indicates how decomposition quality measures can be used to design
modular computer
programs.

6.3 AGGREGATION

3
I

Large models are often needed to capture all available knowledge about a complex system.
Despite the power of modern computers, it is often difficult to deal with such models. Generally
one of two approaches may be employed. The first is problem decomposition, based on physical or
mathematical considerations. This is the classical approach in hierarchical control theory. The
second is to be more selective about the information used. In this approach, the aim is to replace the
original representation by one of smaller size while keeping essential features of the problem.
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Although the two approaches may appear to be quite different in principle, they may
overlap if one considers systems where two or more timescales are present. In addition,
aggregation techniques may be used in a hierarchical control approach to simplify one or all of the
subsystems since the higher the level, the simpler the models have to be for efficient decision
making.
The term aggregation, first used by economists, is widely used in its most general sense of
approximation. An acceptable approximation to the I/O characteristics of a large-scale system is
generally obtained if the dominant modes of the system are retained in the aggregated model.
Several methods can be used to define the modes of interest.

I

6.4 PARTITIONING AND TEARING
Extensive decomposition may be necessary to reduce the scope that each designer must
comprehend at one time. The two key questions here are how to measure the quality of a given
decomposition and how to find the best decomposition (or one close to the best). Beyond
questions of basic connectivity, however, the process of decomposition is not well known or
understood. It is a process based almost entirely on personal judgment. which in turn is based
mainly on past practice. No widely accepted measures or indexes of good preliminary
decompositions exist. Nor have any explicit methodologies for decomposing large complex
systems been previously explained or widely used.
Reference 19 presents some new ideas and techniques pertaining to the search for those
"subsets of requirements that should be dealt with independently." The ideas are based on the
centrality of a system's functional requirements and their interactions and on the need for a
systematic approach to manage the complexity of large system design effectively. His approach
was to search for subsets of system requirements that are closely related to each other but also
relatively weakly related to other such subsets. This forms the principal objective function for
requirements decomposition.
The blocks set on the diagonal in the block triangular form of the interaction matrix can be
found by a procedure called partitioning and tearing. The technique was developed by
Reference 20 for tearing large, sparse linear systems of algebraic equations into smaller systems
and then assembling the partial solutions to form the solution of the overall problem. Here, the
system of equations is considered to be the set of defining equations for the design variables.
Partitioning can be accomplished for nonlinear as well as linear systems of equations without an
explicit statement of the equations. The blocks produced correspond to the smallest sets of
variables that must be determined jointly. The blocks are identified by tracing circuits; thus, all the
variables associated with any circuit will be found in the same block. The process is called
partitioning because it divides the variables into blocks, each representing a mutually
interdependent subset. These blocks can be solved one at a time and the partition is unique. The
algorithm presented is fast, and computing time does not appear to increase rapidly with the
number of variables. Systems involving perhaps 50 to 100 variables can be solved without a
computer.

I

I

I

It is sometimes important to obtain an ordering of variables within each block so that
reasonable estimates can be made for marks above the diagonal. The aim, in fact, is to remove a
set of marks from the block and reorder the remaining variables by partitioning so that the

I
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reordered block contains no marks above the diagonal. This signifies that although estimates must
be obtained for the variables removed, no additional estimates are needed.

3

3
I

5
3

The marks removed are called tears. Essentially, a mark is chosen at which to tear each
circuit of the interaction matrix. Variables in the associated block are reordered in a manner
determined by the tear set. As long as blocks remain with more than one variahle, circuits remain
to be broken with additional tears. To choose a good tearing involves an interplay between
analysis of interaction matrix structure and engineering judgment as to the why and how of
interaction effects. The approach presented by Reference 20 was based on representing systems of
equations as electrical networks. His choices for tearing were based on physical insights, and
under such conditions the method has given excellent results. However, his work usually
involved removal of enough elements that the pieces could be solved in any order. Here, only
enough elements are torn to that the structural matrix can be put in block triangular form.
References 21 and 22 identify procedures for use in tearing.
The resulting matrix, with variables reordered by partitioning and tearing, is called the
design structure matrix. This matrix is useful in planning for the design work. Reference 22
recommends that the more difficult estimates be made by senior engineers, and that personnel
working on variables in the same block be kept in close proximity.
6.5 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
6.5.1 Structural Controllability
Reference 23 shows that if a prior decomposition is not specified for the plant, designers
can choose an appropriate decomposition on structural controllability considerations. Figure 10
shows the problem representations used for such analysis. Consider a time-invariant linear system
with n state variables xi and m inputs Uk. The system is described by

3

ax(t)/at = A-x(t) + B.u(t)
which can be denoted IA,BI for convenience. Then the following definition can be given.
DEFINITION: A system [A,BI is said to be controllable if any given state vectors x1 , x2
can be transformed into each other by some control input u in a finite time interval.
Controllability is equivalent to the following rank condition:

3

I
3

Rank [BI AB I A2 B I ....

IA'B

=n

Many times, the entries of the matrixes A and B are not all known, so it is convenient to
consider only which elements are zeroes and which are different from zero. Two systems
[A0 ,B0 ] and [A1,B 1 are said to have the same structure when they have the same zero elements.
The system [A,B] has n(m+n) entries, and systems with the same structure form a subspace in
the vector space gn(mn). In addition, it turns out that systems of the same structure are either not
controllable or their controllability is a typical property of that structure. Typical means here that
controllability is expected with unit probability. This leads to the following definition.
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DEFINITION: [A,BI is said to be structurally controllable if and only if any system of
the same structure is controllable.
The concept of structural controllability, together with application of graph theory, leads to
some interesting and useful results.

I
I
3
3

A graph representing [A,B] can be constructed as follows. For i=l,...,n let node ni
correspond to the state variable x, Also, for k=l1....m let node nn+k correspond to the input
variable Uk. For any pair (i,k), an edge exists between nodes nk and ni or between nodes nn+k and
ni if and only if the corresponding element bik of B is nonzero. These edges are oriented (from nk
or nn+k to ni).

Reference 24 has established that structural controllability is equivalent to a graph structure
that (1) contains no nodes that are not reachable from some input node and (2) contains no
dilations. The concept of a dilation is described in Figure 10.
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION

x(t)

=A x(t) + B u(t)
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FIGURE 10. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

DEFINITION: Suppose that for any subset S of state nodes, T(S) is the set of nodes from
which an oriented edge goes into a node in S. A graph then has a dilation if some S has more
nodes than T(S).
This would mean states in S cannot be driven independently by the inputs, thus making the
system uncontrollable. The same research also produced a second set of equivalent conditions.
Suppose we start with two simple graphs. The first, called a stem, contains only a series of linked
nodes with no branches or loops. Note that a loop consists of a stem in which the first and last
nodes are identical. The second type of simple graph, called a bud, contains such a loop, plus a
single node outside the loop, and connected to it by a single arc. For systems with one input,
Reference 24 has shown that a graph constructed of one stem, with perhaps several buds starting
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in nodes of the stem, yields a controllable system. This form of graph is called a cactus. It is
possible to extend this result to multi-input systems. Thus a system [A,BI is structurally
controllable if and only if the graph of [A,BI is a cactus or is spanned by a cactus-that is, can be
transformed into a cactus by deleting some edges. By implication, every structurally controllable
nxm pair [A,B] can be decomposed into m structurally controllable subsystems. This can be
clone in an algorithmic fashion, as shown by Reference 25, and must end in separated cacti. The
algorithm is summarized as follows.
Starting with the structure graph for the overall system, edges will be deleted successively.
At each step, the edge that belongs is deleted to a matrix entry of smallest absolute value and does
not lead to unreachable nodes or to a dilation. The process of edge deletions continues until the
graph is reduced to a number (<_m) of separated cacti. Each cactus represents a subsystem and the
deleted edges describe their couplings.
A duality relationship exists between controllability and observability. Therefore, the
above graph theoretical results are easily used to investigate a system's structural observability
properties. It is necessary only to substitute the idea of output-unreachable nodes for that of inputunreachable nodes, and then to substitute the idea of contraction for that of dilation.

I

Systems that are both structurally controllable and observable are called structurally
complete or structured systems. The combination of the results of structural controllability and
observability shows that the structure graph G(A,B,C) of a system that is not structurally
complete contains at least one input-unreachable or output-unreachable node, a dilation, or a
contraction.
6.5.2 Consideration of Fixed Modes

I

Extending the concept of structural controllability to decentralized information structures
involves another complication: i.e., systems that are structurally complete may yet have
uncontrollable fixed modes, and it is necessary to get around their effects. (The notion of
uncontrollable and unobservable modes in centralized control is generalized to the concept of fixed
modes in decentralized control problems.) An eigenvalue Xof A can be a fixed mode if, for some
disjoint partition of information between two control units, Xis at once uncontrollable from one
unit and unobservable from the other. The fixed modes arising from decentralized control
structures can be computed. The procedure is to find and compare the eigenvalues of A vs.
A+BKC, with a block diagonal output feedback matrix K chosen at random.
It is important to recognize that in decentralized control systems, the control stations can
communicate through the state space by the use of signalling strategies. In certain cases, fixed
modes can be brought under control by such strategies. However, this leads to a nonlinear control
law and an optimal state estimator that may not have finite dimension. This discovery led to much
work aimed at identifying special cases where linear control laws are possible and/or where state
estimation is separable from the computing of control inputs. This research showed that linear
decision rules are achievable with partially nested information structures; see Reference 25, for
example. The principle involved is that if action ui(k) (by control unit i at step k) influences the
information available later (at step k') to control unit j, then the latter should know by step k'
whatever was known to unit i at step k. In particular, one step delay information sharing patterns
yield both a linear control law and a separable estimator.

II
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Available research reviewed by Reference 26 suggests that it is important for system
designers to avoid fixed modes. In particular, each of the eigenvalues for the system matrix A
should be controllable and observable from some control station. Where they cannot be avoided
altogether, links should be provided between control stations to overcome the fixed modes by
information sharing. For example, some target may be observable to subsystem A but controllable
only to subsystem B. Information sharing between A and B may suffice to create an effective
action path.
6.6 CONTROL QUALITY FACTORS

I

6.6.1 Research in Control Theory

I

Reference 26 reviews and evaluates the state of the art in design of decentralized control
structures. Although such controllers had been designed and used for over two decades prior to
this review, the design was based on ad hoc methods. More recently, there had been attempts to
translate basic theoretical results on centralized controller design to problems of decentralized
control. These studies identified a number of important theoretical and practical issues.

U
I

One of the most useful results in the theory of control for centralized systems is the
certainty equivalence property. The significance of this property is that for linear dynamical
systems acted upon by white noise disturbances, it is possible to design a controller that minimizes
the expected value of a quadratic cost function by separately solving two deterministic design
problems, one giving an optimal controller and the other an optimal state estimator. In
decentralized control, constraints on the information structure do not allow for optimal solutions
with separation between state estimation and the design of control laws.
A lot of research was done in the decade between 1974 and 1983 to identify special cases
where linear solutions are possible and/or where a separation between state estimation and
computation of the control inputs is maintained. For example, Reference 25 found that partially
nested information structures, such as a one-step delay pattern for information sharing, lead to
decision rules that are linear.
A factor in the breakdown of the certainty equivalence property is that one control station
can transmit information to others through the state space by using a signalling strategy. This can
require the use of time varying and/or nonlinear control strategies. Fixed structure linear
controllers remain useful in many problems of practical interest, but decentralized observation or
filtering may be necessary.

I
I
I

6.6.2 Performance Measures
Traditionally, performance of real-time control computers has been analyzed separately
from that of the corresponding controlled processes. Performance measures used for real-time
control systems were usually adapted from those devised for more conventional computers.
However, there is a considerable mismatch between real-time control problems and conventional
computing applications. Thus, control engineers are developing new procedures for use in
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specifying and evaluating controller performance. The idea is to find methods that can be
systematically applied and will provide objective results that lend themselves to formal validation.

3

To remedy this situation, vector measures made up of such traditional indexes as reliability,
throughput, survivability, or availability may be used. A real valued function of the vector then
permits comparison of different vectors. One way around the usual difficulties is to express

3

exemplified by its response time and reliability. The response time is a random variable, a function
of current system state, system failure rate, and interference effects (electrical or magnetic), among
other parameters. Control overhead is a monotonically nondecreasing function of response time,
and a catastrophic failure occurs if it exceeds a corresponding hard deadline for the system.

3

6.6.3 Forms of Control Degradation

3

From the viewpoint of the controlled process, the control computer is a black box whose
behavior is exemplified by its response time and reliability. If the controller's response is too
slow, a catastrophic failure event (dynamic failure) will result. However, a variety of other
process characteristics (control overhead, disturbances, unmeasured variables, constraints, and
interaction effects) are also of interest in assessing controller performance. Abnormal or degraded
control can result from the following:

performance objectively in terms of the response time of the computer controller. From the point
of view of the controlled process, the computer controlling it is a black box whose behavior is

0 Controller passes incorrect output to actuator.

I

• Controller execution time is greater than nominal values (but less than demanded
system change/update rate).

I

• Controller execution time is excessive, causing abortion of the execution sequence
and generation of a new sequence.

I

• Information loss due to excessive loading of system elements.

3
3

*

Control degradation by enemy command, control, communication, and intelligence
(C31) countermeasures.

*

Loss of connectivity among system elements.

°

Loss of synchronization among system elements.

*

Uncertainty about positions and intentions of own force elements.

6.6.4 Design for Survivability
Reference 26 identifies possible sources of control failure as follows:

I

I

° Actual behavior inconsistent with the plant model used in design.

I
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"* Plant behavior changing with time, either slowly or abruptly.
"* Failure of needed sensors and actuators to work properly.

n

3

"* Loss of needed control information links.

I

"* Partial failure of the controller itself.
Combat systems must be designed to operate against a wide range of threats in very
difficult environments. With such high uncertainty, open loop control techniques simply cannot
support adequate levels of performance; feedback control methods are needed. The feedback
systems must, in addition, be highly reliable and fault tolerant. In practical applications, there can
be little hope of designing control structures that can tolerate all the possible failures. It must be
acknowledged that key components of the overall system will fail at times, and that such failures
can degrade stability or performance. Essential protective measures thus include the following:

I

"* Reliable design for normal operations.
"* Hardening against selected classes of failure events.
"* Failure detection circuits and algorithms.
"* Procedures for reconfiguring the control structure for effective use of whatever
resources remain in the event of serious damage.
"* Standby and reserve components.

3
I
I

Procedures for multiobjective communications network design are given by Reference 27.
The designers of communication networks often build a particular network configuration around
specific processing, performance, and/or cost requirements, with little consideration of its stability
under the pressure of link and/or node losses. This can lead to unidentified weak points in the
network's basic node and link structure.
Effective design of a survivable communication network requires a means of accurately
gauging the connectivity level of its interconnection structure as a whole. The Node Connectivity
Factor (NCF) and Link Connectivity Factor (LCF) form global connectivity measures that are
based upon classical graph theory involving both tree diagrams and graph structures. The NCF
represents the physical stability of the network in terms of the average number 9f topologically
critical nodes that must fail in order to force the remaining nodes into a standalone configuration.
Similarly, the LCF is representative of the network's electronic stability as defined by the average
contribution of each !ink to maintaining a minimally connected configuration. Both of these global
measures reflect a worst-case analysis of the global connectivity of the network.

n

Also needed is a means of identifying how critical individual node and link resources are io
maintaining the physical integrity of the network. These individual node and link critk alities are
quantified by Node Decomposition (ND) and Link Tree (LT) indexes. ND represents a node's
contribution to the physical stability of the network and ranges in value between 0 and 1. The
higher ND is, the more critical the node. LT represents a link's contribution to the electronic
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stability of the network and also ranges in value between 0 and 1. The most survivable network is

one in which all nodes and links appear to be equally critical.
One popular algorithm used in current packet switch.Ad communication network design
procedures is known at the cut-sataration algorithm. Reference 27 modifies a version of this
algorithm to include survivability considerations in making decisions about adding or deleting links
to meet specified throughput goals. The approach can be outlined as follows.

"" A single set of operating conditions (topology, traffic loading, and delay) was
postulated.

"" Link use, link tree index, node decomposition index, link distance, and average hop
distance factors were introduced as design criteria. In essence, the information
provided by the ND and LT indexes is used to indicate which links to add or delete.
If a link must be dropped, low LT index links make good candidates from a
survivability standpoint. If a link must be added, low ND index nodes would be
good termination points for adding the link. The original selection process, which
made the decisions based strictly on link use and link cost, is thus replaced with one
oriented towards maintaining network survivability.

"• Several different sets of weighting factors were applied to the design criteria to form
an objective function for design optimization.

"* Alternative networks were designed to meet the common traffic and delay
requirements, using each set of weights.
High Survivability-link use, LT index, and ND index
High Economy-link use and link distance
Minimum Average Number of Hops-link use and hop cc-lnt
BalancedPerformance-consideringall criteria

I

These procedures can be applied to the interconnection subsystem that handles information
and control flows within the network of modules corresponding to a combat system. For given
load and timing scenarios, analytical experiments can be used to demonstrate this approach to
combat system control design. In addition, the extreme point solutions form templates that can be
used to construct a figure of merit for use in evaluating the design alternatives.

6.7 SUMMARY

3

I

For use in conceptual design, a preliminary state space model can be derived from prose
statements of the required operating capabilities. For each statement Pi, suppose the variablc xi
indicates the degree to which the corresponding requirement will be satisfied in the final system
design. If the statements are constructed at the same level of abstraction and are unifunctional and
implementation fee as described in Section 3.3, the resulting state space model can be used for a
preliminary (qualitative) assessment of functionnl interactions within the combat system. If
required operating capabilities are given in hierarchical form, the higher level statements
presumably correspond to capabilities of primary importance. The associated variables {xi) thus
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form a simplified or reduced-order model for a similar analysis. It is possible that such simplified
models will be useful at the initial stages of a backbone control design effort.
The quality of decentralized control structures depends not only on stability and
performance index, but also on the costs of communication, reliability, the costs of control
equipment and computer programs, the value of information (or lack of information), and human
factors. Overall, there is a very long way to go before a comprehensive theory emerges.
However, a good deal of effort has been put into development of the underlying theory, and many
valuable lessons have been learned.

7.0

CONTROL STRUCTURE DEFINITION

This section identifies various design strategies for engineering of combat system control
structures applicable at the fifth step in conceptual design (concept definition and advance
planning). Mathematical notation uses the format established in the preceding section.

3
3
I
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7.1 INFORMATION PATITERNS
The question considered here is to find the structure of information flow from the available
measurements to the acceptable manipulations that satisfy a complete set of control objectives. The
former involves continuous monitoring of system operation by observation of performance-critical
outputs. The latter concerns action to bring system outputs from unwanted to desired states in a
tolerable fashion under the influence of disturbances impinging on the system. In particular,
design rules used to relate measurements to control actions must be identified. Figure 11 describes
relationships among hierarchical control methods with different information patterns and solution
strategies.

i
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FIGURE 11. FEASIBLE CONTROL METHODS
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The classical control theory mainly considers problems of centralized information pattern, in
which one particular processor forces all others to adopt a single picture of system state. Though
hierarchical methods break the overall problem into parts, information patterns and implementations
are generally centralized. The key control objectives are then identification and control design.
The second approach involves a decentralized information pattern, in which a team of
controllers is substituted for the central processor or decision maker. Each controller works with
partial information, and coordination is achieved by message exchange rather than timing. The
feedback channels are often structurally constrained so that each local controller is influenced only
by the information available at the same station (or channel), and global information transfer among
the channels may not be provided. Control of such distributed systems is based on methods for
manipulating the state of each processor to achieve desired cooperative effects. This creates yet a
third key control objective, namely to integrate the team of controllers into a consistent and
coordinated control structure. Decentralized information patterns are found in many complex
systems with geographically separated subsystems. Essentially, spatial decomposition of the
overall system causes the information pattern to occur.
Decentralized patterns are produced by subsystems with disjoint information sets. Shared
information patterns also occur and produce an overlapping system structure. For many classes of
systems, sharing of information among the controllers is absolutely essential.
Alternatives can be generated using combinatorial algorithms that consider controllability
and observability properties in an appropriate way. Once a number of feasible control structures
have been generated, some can be eliminated on physical or operational grounds. Within the linear
systems framework, further evaluation involves assessment of resilience and feasibility of
decentralized control structures. Research on the behavior of linear time invariant models has led to
definition of necessary and sufficient conditions as well as algorithmic procedures for assessment
of controllability, observability, output controllability, and output functional controllability, in both
the complete numerical sense and the more flexible structural sense. For nonlinear systems,
however, the corresponding system theoretic properties are not completely understood.

7.1.1 Hierarchical Control

*

U
U

Many times, the global system of interest contains several important subsystems. If the
subsystems are independent and interacting weakly, then multiple controllers can be ganged
together to form a suitable control structure. When the subsystems have strong interactions,
however, conflicts can arise between the controllers. Thus, a second level of control may be
provided to resolve the conflicts by taking interactions into account. This gives rise to hierarchical
structures with multiple control levels and objectives. As shown in Figure 12, hierarchical control
systems have a pyramid structure so that on the first level there is a local control unit for each of the
interconnected subsystems. In principle, the control units have different objectives, which may even
be partially in conflict. Two notions that are fundamental in the design of hierarchical structures are
task decomposition and coordination.

4
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FIGURE 12. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRUCTURE

One of the strengths of hierarchical system theory is that human organizations often can be
viewed as hierarchical decision making systems. The problems of coordination and control are
strongly related to organizational structure and effectiveness. There are two classical (and
fundamental) ideas in hierarchical control. First is the multilayer concept (Reference 28), where
control is split into algorithms or layers, each of which acts on different timescales. Figure 13
sh~ows an architecture for AAW in multilayer formn.
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The second fundamental concept is the multilevel form (see Reference 29) where control of
a complex, multiobjective system is divided into local goals, local control units are introduced, and
their action is coordinated by an additional supremal unit. The control functions are thus
distributed among two or more levels, and some controllers have only indirect access to
information on the controlled process: These controllers depend on higher level units for
information, while the latter act through the information flows to accomplish their control
objectives. The information pattern is decentralized when each local unit has access to different
information, and the local controls chosen depend on the specific information available (past and
present). This approach was inspired by decomposition and coordination methods developed for
mathematical programming.

3

7.1.2 Decentralized Control
Decentralized control is an important particular form of spatial decomposition that is used in
many complex systems that are geographically distributed over long distances. A decentralized
system with linear subsystems and linear interconnections can be modeled in the following manner:
xi(t)t =Aix i (t)+ Biui(t)+

{1 <1
j<n, i • j: Aijxj(t)}

yi(t) = Cixi(t)

I

for i=l,...,n and matrixes A1, B i, and Ci with the proper dimensions. Interactions between
subsystems are reflected in the off diagonal blocks A0 of the overall system matrix A. This model
is based on the assumption that each subsystem has a local input and that some linear
transformation of the overall state vector is available for feedback. Sometimes only the subsystem
state is available locally. Controller design is simplified for a number of special cases, as indicated
in Figure 14 below.
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FIGURE 14. SIMPLIFYING TOPOLOGIES
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U

System topology is reflected in a graph of its interconnections. Trees and cascades have
unidirectional interconnections with no loops and permit a top-down control design. As shown by
Reference 30, general series-parallel composite systems are controllable and/or observable for a
wide range of interconnection structures, provided some mild conditions hold for the subsystems.
Many large-scale transportation, water resources, and manufacturing systems can be treated in this
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manner. Although loops occur in general hierarchies, it is often possible to partition the problem
so that the strongly connected subgraphs can be addressed separately. Simple loops form a
circular structure that has been considered as a special case, and stability can be maintained in such
configurations as long as the loop gains are small. Each of these cases gives rise to a system matrix
with a special structure (e.g., block triangular) that can be exploited. In principle, every system can
be broken down into a collection of simple parallel, cascade, and feedback interconnections.

3

Approximation methods give rise to another set of special cases. For example, if the system
matrix A has block diagonal form, the system is disconnected and control can be achieved by
individual subsystem controllers. Sometimes A is not block diagonal in form, but the terms outside
the block diagonal region are relatively small. In such cases, the subsystems are said to be weakly
coupled, and separate subsystem controllers may give satisfactory performance.

3

A large body of literature exists on systems with dynamics in which two or more timescales
are present. Often these systems can be partitioned by timescale into independent, lower order
problems. Singular perturbation is the corresponding analytical approach.

U

A number of design approaches for large, interconnected systems have been developed
based on analysis of some measure of interaction effects between control loops of different
subsystems. These approaches apply to a large class of practical systems.
Two different strategies are used to solve decentralized control problems, as indicated below
in Figure 15. The first, decomposition, uses mathematical programming methods to break the main
problem into subproblems for which consistent and optimal solutions can be derived. Space, time,
function, geography, frequency, and hybrid structures are among the factors used to partition the
problem. The alternative is a composition strategy, the main feature of which is prior recognition of
a set of dynamic models, each referred to some component of the overall system and characterized
by a particular control objective. Effective ways of coordinating multiple controllers and organizing
components into a unified operating entity are then sought.

I

Hierarchical control principles apply to decentralized as well as centralized system control
structures. This is illustrated below in two figures. Figure 16 corresponds to a decentralized
information pattern and a nonhierarchical structure; Figure 17 corresponds to a decentralized
information pattern and a multilevel system control structure. In the latter case, the primary
coordinator thus receives feedback information from the secondary or local controllers. The
absence of feedback is one of the distinctive features of systems with centralized information
patterns. Hierarchical designs with centralized information patterns are intended mostly for open
loop control structures, while hierarchical designs with decentralized information patterns generally
involve feedback. Both forms are compatible with the hierarchical command structures used for
military organizations.
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7.1.3 Hierarchical Overlapping Coordination (IAON)

Most decentralized control schemes assume the information sets for subsystems are
disjointed. There is, however, a large class of systems that involve overlapping information sets.
In the process of modelling a large-scale and complex system, two or more mathematical modelsI
are likely to emerge, each of which may focus on a specific aspect of the system while still
providing an acceptable representation for the overall system. In particular, this is common in
hierarchical multilevel structures, where several approaches to decomposition may be both feasibleI
and desirable. Overlapping subsystems occur in many economic models of international trade;
they also exist in large electrical power systems.

v INUTSI

CORDIATIN

-*GLOBL
Reference 31 articulates the idea of decomposing
a system model into more than one
decomposition, each responsive to a different aspect of the system and/or database, and with
coordination through different couplings of the respective decompositions. The coordinationI
ultimately leads to an overall optimum in single objective models, and to preferred Pareto-optimal
solutions in multiobjective models.

I

In the area of water resources, for example, modellers using classical control methods were

forced to choose between hydrologically based and politically based model decompositions,
though each revealed important aspects not represented by the other. The Maumee River basin, the
largest basin within North America's Great Lakes region, illustrates this point. It can beIH
decomposed into five planning subareas on the basis of political and geographical factors, but can
just as well be decomposed into eight watersheds on the basis of hydrological criteria. This
suggests a decomposition like that shown in Figure 18 below. Each decomposition has its ownI
merits and involves a very specific database that is collected and cared for by different agencies and
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constituencies. Fixing the interaction levels in either decomposition reduces the overall problem to
independent uncoupled subproblems. Solution procedures are based on this property.
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FIGURE 18. OVERLAPPING CONTROL OF WATER RESOURCES

Databases are a critical concern in the modelling of large-scale systems. Manipulation of
databases to serve and satisfy demands and constraints (artificially imposed through the modelling
process) may cause an eventual deterioration in model credibility. Hierarchical overlapping control
enables the utmost use of these databases with minimum manipulation or misuse. This is achieved
by using two or more simultaneous decompositions such as hydrological and politicalgeographical, each having a different number of subsystems. This approach allows subsystems to
include their mutual interactions and to incorporate a core of state variables or elements common to
all subsystems. For example, standby units can be placed in this common core. New approaches
to robust control designs are possible because the overall system can be made dynamically reliable
against failure of some (but not all) of its subsystems.
This has an obvious counterpart in combat systems, where decomposition by mission and
function involves significant tradeoffs. A hierarchical overlapping structure for combat systems is
shown in Figure 19. The functional decomposition shown is illustrative rather than prescriptive.
It is presented only as an observation of recent trends (e.g., common launch systems, integrated
communications, and common CIC workstations) as they relate to concepts of overlapping
hierarchical control. In this context, specific interaction levels could be associated with each of the
combat system operating modes that are identified in Figure 20.
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Recently, a systematic and unifying approach to this problem has been proposed. The
underlying idea is to expand the state space of the original system so that the overlapping
subsystems appear disjointed. A stabilizing decentralized control law can be formulated for the
expanded system and then contracted for implementation in the original system. This approach can
be used for systems that are not necessarily weakly coupled but can be treated as such if certain
factors are repeated in the different subsystem models. The approach is used in freeway trafficcontrol applications and many contributions to the associated theory have been made by
Reference 32 and more recently by Reference 33.

I

Reference 34 indicates that overlapping control methods also apply to large-scale systems
that are composed of many similar subsystems, in each of which the available information contains
one or more common aggregate signals. Local control of each subsystem is influenced by the
common aggregate signals, and the responses jointly determine the new aggregate signals. Many
economic phenomena may be modeled in this manner.
7.1.4 Autonomous Control
Reference 35 ranks control approaches by level of sophistication as shown in Table 2.
Intelligent control techniques fall into the most sophisticated class and are used when the plant is so
complex that it is inappropriate or impossible to describe it with conventional mathematical models.
Automated design environments for control engineering may be the most promising area for such
applications. Automatic control techniques involve an organized body of shareable knowledge;
interactive computing methods can make it more accessible and so more useful. Initial applications
may involve systems with a limited repertory; for example, neural nets offer promise as a way of
producing a general purpose proportional integral (PI) controller.

I

TABLE 2.
CONTROL STRUCTURES-BY LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION
PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Simple, linear processes
Linear but more complex
Linear, but with significant process noise
Processes to be completed with minimum

Deterministic with feedback
Same plus state estimators
Same, plus Kalman filters
Optimal control theory

time/energy,-,

Quantitative stochastic processes or factors Stochastic control theory
Large process parameter changes (operating Adaptive control methods
modes)

Highly complex (nonlinear stochastic and Self-organizing or learning control
nonstationary)
Large, hierarchical processes
Multilevel/multilayer
Unconventional modelling techniques Intelligence control
required (e.g., artificial intelligence)

f

]

An issue agenda for intelligent control methods presented in Reference 36 includes the
following items.

I
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"Apractical control theory must be invariant of system modelling. The conventional
approach offers a model of a system, then treats the model as the source of theories
for problem solving, instead of the reverse. Real problems often involve nested
decision making and call for a nested hierarchy of control loops.
"

Conventional research in control theory is driven by capabilities of the existing
analytical and computational apparatus, rather than the real problems of users, which
are often ill posed.

"

Formulation of control objectives is not based as it should be on dialogue between
users and control providers. It is important to provide for negotiation of cost
functions between nested control loops.

"

Planning is not considered to be a part of the control problem and is left to the user.
In-the-loop planning must be provided.

"

The practical difficulties of dealing with information are too often considered
outside the scope of existing theory. Nested models of information acquisition,
estimation, identification, representation, and control are needed.

"

Novel control approaches based on artificial intelligence methods are not considered
legitimate tools for control theory development.

I
I

3
3

7.1.5 Compai
The hierarchical multilevel approach has been successful primarily in social systems and
water resources systems. Reference 37 claimed five advantages for the multilevel structure:
"• Decomposition of systems with fixed designs at one level and coordination at
another is often the only alternative available.
"• Systems are commonly described only on a stratified basis.
"• Available decision units have limited capabilities, hence the problem is formulated in
a multilayer hierarchy of subproblems.
"• Overall system resources are better used through this structure.

3

"• System reliability and flexibility will be improved.
Reference 16 reports that some disagreement exists among system and control specialists
regarding these points. Reference 38, for example, has mentioned that the first three advantages
are a matter of opinion, and there is no evidence justifying the other two.

I
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7.2 SOLUTION SPACE
The character of the solution space depends on the scope of the problem to be addressed
and the design strategy employed. The problem in its entirety is very large and complex. Some
alternative design strategies are presented below.
7.2.1 Network of Modules
The starting point in a composition approach is the prior recognition of a set of dynamic
models, each referred to a component of the large-scale system and characterized by a particular
control objective. Reference 39 observes that if each component is controlled by a dedicated
decision maker, then the pairing of a decision maker and an associated component model forms a
module within the overall system. Clearly, local aggregations of modules can exist. In addition, a
higher layer of decision makers can be associated with each aggregation. Thus a network of
modules, arranged in layers to form a generalized hierarchical model, can be formed. This yields a
modular design approach suitable for top-down design. However, it can also be used for bottomup design by tailoring components to fit a top-down design template.
Generally, complex systems are said to be modular when they are composed of building
blocks that can be added, removed, or interchanged to convert from one organization to another
operable organization, with different but usually similar functional properties. These building
blocks, often called modules, represent physical, logical, or functional units with known properties
and considerable internal complexity. Using installations may choose the modules that best meet
present needs, including or omitting any optional modules, and so tailor the system configuration to
its own operational needs. Finally, a malfunctioning unit may replaced with an identical, operable
unit, improving ease of repair.

*

With this approach, the combat system becomes a layered hierarchical network formed by
nested composition of modules. Each module must be able to solve a decoupled control problem
for its components, to include coordinating the behavior of any lower layer modules nested within
it. This means information and control signals must be exchanged between each decision agent
and all entities contained with the corresponding module. In particular, the system must provide as
follows for each module:
"* Application: Establish current operating objectives, configuration, and set points
(control templates) for the module.
"* Presentation: Maintain interfaces with decision agents providing situation
assessment and control of module functions.

* Network: Exchange of information with related control elements to facilitate
coordination between modules. Information and control signals must be exchanged
between the decision agent and all component modules without excessive control
efficiency loss in transport and disaggregation processes.
"" Protocols: Provide for authentication, activation, and management of links to
decision and action nodes.

I
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*

VirtualConnectivity: Provide physical and logical connectivity and route control for
linkage to decision and action nodes.

I

* Algorithm: Exercise information processing tools to obtain needed judgements,
forecasts, and/or perceptions. Suitably aggregated information must flow between
the decision agent and any associated lower layers without excessive information
losses.
* New Information: Task sensors and links (by invention and testing of iiypotheses)
to acquire the explicit knowledge needed for control tasks.
* PriorKnowledge: Provide for access to, and maintenance of, database elements
containing prior tactical knowledge. In particular, the decision agent must be
provided with the knowledge assets needed for control: plant models, control
efficiency measures, and a way of selecting appropriate control actions.
A template for module architecture is shown in Figure 21 below. Content of the process
and control models indicated in Figure 21 depend on the position of the module within the network.
At the weapon system level, for example, the process of interest could provide for several alternative

I
I

I

action paths.
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MAINTENANCE OR
SELF-TEST PROCESSING
FIGURE 21. MODULE ARCHITECTURE TEMPLATE

The dynamical models and coordination efficiency measures for the modules are related by
the following module inclusion principle: for a module at layer j, the corresponding dynamical
model is the union of component models from lower layers of the network; and the coordination
efficiency measure is the sum of the corresponding component efficiency measures and a measure
unique to the current module. Given that links are defined by module inclusion according to this
principle, the network will form a graph that contains no internal cycles or loops. The layers of the
network are arranged in a generalized hierarchical structure, with each layer itself forming a network
of modules. Figure 22 provides an example.
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U

In general, systems will have a layered hierarchy of at least three Jevels. Entities in each
layer have distinct responsibilities and functions and ,are coupled only thiough message passing.
Messages are exchanged only by well-defined interfaces between entities located on the same layer

I

or "idjacent layers. These messages imply functionality performed by a supplier entity on behalf of
a using entity, and thus support identification of the tunctionality required for implementation. The
system's physical assets, chiefly equipment, reside in the bottom layer. Fundamental operating

I

tasks appear in the top layer, which is the layer seen by the user. Intc-mediate layers map the task
objectives into physical reality, representing the successive resource manipulations needed to
~complete an operation. This creates an audit trail for design :'o ensure that implementation supports
I

I
i
i

the user's operating concept for the system.
Architectures that meet these conditions are said to contain strict separation of concerns,
both horizontally and vertically. Vertical separation of concerns implies separating task objectives
into vertical layers from the abstract to the concrete. Horizontal separation of concerns means
separating f,,nctional objectives into distinct, independent entities. Reference 40 indicates that
architectures with strict separation of concerns are both easier to develop and easier to maintain. In
fact, virtually all architectures contain some separation, although not to the degree envisioned here.
Further, the increasing complexity of systems is expected to make such architectures necessary in
ft, ture developments.

IX-.

Multiple use entities can be formed in this process through vertical and/or horizontal
consolidation of entities with common functionality. In design of the AEGIS Weapon System, for

I

I

example, shipboard radar search and track functions have been consolidated across the detect,
control, and engagement phases of air target processing.
The quality of system coordination achieved is limited by errors and inconsistencies among
modules in terms of plant modelling, efficiency measures, communications, and control cfficiency

|
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losses. The complexity of the plant model necessary for design depends on both the complexity of
the physical system and on how demanding the design specifications are. An important tradeoff
exists between complexity of a model and feasibility of exercising it to aid design.
7.2.2 Combat System Interconnections
Reference 41 considers a dynamic state variable model for a system S composed of N
interactive subsystems. The main results given in Reference 41 are briefly reviewed here.
For each subsystem Si, let xi denote the local set of state variables, ui the local set of
controls, and vi(zi) the corresponding 1/0 coupling vectors. If xi is an element of the vector space
Xi, and ui belongs to the vector space Ui, then the state x of the composite system S is in the product
space X = XIx X2 x .... x Xr+ Similarly, the control u for S is an element of U = U 1 X U 2 X.... XUN,
and the composite 1/0 vector(vz) belongs to the interaction space V. The component model for
the subsystem Si is then given by the following equations:
ax/aJt = fi(xi, ui v)

(1)

Zi = ei(xi, ui vi)

(2)

vi = hi(zj, uj) forj = 1 ...... N

(3)

where functions fi, ei, hi together with their first and second order derivatives are continuous in all
arguments. The model is stated in nonlinear form for maximum generality.

n

U
I

3

The results given by Reference 41 are of special interest due to the next step. By
substituting Equation 2 into Equation 3, it is possible to obtain a composite equation
z = g(x, u, v)

(4)

that gives a static interconnection system for S. Since the research was motivated by an application
with dynamical interconnections, the model was revised to treat the interconnection system as a
separate subsystem, making N+I in all. The equations for the revised system model S' then
become
xi/at-fi(xi, ui,
1 vi)

I

I

(5)

vi = hi(z, u')

(6)

MJzabt = g(x, U, U', v, w)

(7)

w = h(z, u)

(8)

where w is the input coupling vector and u' the control for the new subsystem. The algorithm
outlined above is easily adapted to the revised system model S' resulting from this change. The
higher level of the algorithm then sets values for coordination parameters w, b' and finds an optimal
solution for the interconnection subsystem. The lower level sets values for coordination parameters
bi, vi and finds optimal solutions for the first N subsystems (in parallel).
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A third model is given for cases in which the original subsystems are governed by different
dynamics than the interconnection subsystem. This will hold for many practical systems in which
the modes of the interconnection system are slow compared to those of the original N subsystems.
A temporal decomposition of the overall, system S' can then be achieved. The fast part consists of
N independent subsystems, with separable performance index; and the slow part consists of the
interconnection subsystem.
Reference 42 solves a linear version of the model given by Equations 5 to 8 using a
quadratic index of performance

I

PD= 'D
{ZI (xQjQixi+ uiRiu}

where the domain of integration D is the interval [t0.•_t<tf] and the index set for summation is
SI={ ...... N+I ). Each matrix Qi is assumed to be symmetric and positive semidefinite, while the
block diagonal composite matrix R=[RI ...... RN 11 is symmetric and positive definite. To simplify
the notation, xN1 replaces z while UN+ replaces u'. The linear-quadratic formulation leads to an
efficient two-level solution algorithm. The task of the higher level is to choose approximate values
for coupling inputs vi and LaGrange parameters bi associated with the coupling constraints, based
on stationarity conditions for the problem. For given values of the vi and bi, the LaGrangian
function for the overall problem is separable into N independent minimization problems. The lower
level thus functions to optimize the subsystems independently (in parallel). This algorithm can be
solved iteratively and has given satisfactory results in a variety of examples. The equations are
given in nonlinear form as the most general statement of the problem. For computation, a series of
linear approximations, each correct over a small part of the problem space, would most likely be
used. Linear or quadratic performance indexes for the overall system and each subsystem would
also be used.

I

3

7.2.2.1 Unit Level Design. The starting point for control design is the unit level, at which
the combat system is regarded as a composite of sensing, control, and engaging subsystems plus
interconnections. The corresponding dynamical equations are as follows.
ax I/at = f i(x 1, u 1, V1)

[Sensing Subsystem]

(9a)

v I = hi(z, u)

[Sensor input coupling]

(9b)

a•ax2t = fj2(x 2, u 2, V 2)

[Control Subsystem]

(0Oa)

v2 = h2 (z, u')

[Control input coupling]

(lOb)

[Engaging Subsystem]

(1 la)

v3 = h3(z, U')

[Engage input coupling]

(1 Ib)

azjat = g(x, u, u' V,w)

[Interconnection Subsystem]

(12a)

w = h(z, u)

[Interconnect input coupling]

(12b)

ax.3/

I

!

= fi(X 3, U3, v3)

6
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where w is the input coupling vector and u' the control for the inter-connection subsystem. The
equations are given in nonlinear form, according to Equations 5 through 8 above, as the most
general statement of the problem. For computation, a series of linear approximations, each correct
over a small region of the problem space, would most likely be used. Linear or quadratic
efficiency measures corresponding to the overall system and each subsystem model would also be
employed. The indexes have the formr
P[D,1] =

11

{tyJ (x Qixi+ uiRiui) }

(13)

where I={ 1), for example, gives the performance index for sensing. This begins a top-down
partitioning of the combat system on functional lines, as opposed to a bottom-up procedure
beginning with warfighting paths. Since combat systems are warfare systems, just as infantry
battalion or tank companies are warfare systems, they can be broken down into sense, control, and
engage elements. The functions assigned to each subsystem are indicated in Figure 23. This gives
a starting point for control design by a top-down process. Comparing the control structure derived
to the goalpost architecture identified previously may indicate if the solution is sensitive to the
chosen point of entry or to the particular sequence of decisions considered.
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As stated in Section 7.2.1 above, each module contains a decision agent and must make
provisions for exchange of information and coordination signal flows to and from component
entities. This suggests a decomposition of interconnections at each level into information,
readiness, and decision categories. Measures for consolidation of such assets at unit level involve
a wide range of design issues and trades. The following are examples:
* The degree of reliance on organic sensors, the need for access to data from
nonorganic sensors, and the capacity for integrated sensor management.
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*

3

The need to exchange information with external sources, including multiple media
(visual, narrative, and voice), and the capacity for integrated management of
communications resources.
The need for comprehensive onboard database services, including the extraction,
correlation, distribution, and display of tactical information. In this case, it appears
difficult even to identify who should be made accountable for information
coordination.

m

*

m

•

A fully integrated CIC has yet to be designed, although CIC is the main center of
combat system control activity.
Overlapping hierarchical control methods may permit new forms of backup or
reserve capability, such as display/console equipment on hot standby, and enhance
system growth potential.

0 With the spread of vertical launch systems, there is increasing potential for
consolidating launcher and launch control assets.
In addition, control of the ship's service infrastructure (electrical power, communications,
piping, and mobility) must be considered an important function at this level. Since it tends to cut
across weapon system and warfare area product lines, the importance of service infrastructure is
easy to overlook. A model formulated at the unit level encourages proper attention to these factors.

3

7.2.2.2 Warfare Area Design Level. Naval forces operate in three domains (air, surface,
undersea) with radically different physical characteristics. This has long been a major factor in
naval battle organization, and weapon systems usually are designed to work in a particular domain.
Most surface combatants are equipped for operation against threats in each domain; that is, with
subsystems specialized for AAW, antisubmarine warfare (ASW), and antisurface warfare (ASuW).
Since the characteristics of action against land targets resemble those of ASuW, it is customary to
treat strike warfare/antisurface warfare (STK/ASuW) as a single (multipurpose) subsystem.
The battle organization for surface combatants is based on the principle of decentralized
command with warfare area coordinators delegated to handle each warfare area subsystem. The
subsystems interact weakly and require minimal coordination, while the separate control systems
permit simultaneous multiwarfare operations. The decentralized command concept reflects and
supports the composite warfare commander concept typically employed for naval battleforces. The
responsibilities allocated to the unit command
can be summarized as follows:
•

I
I

Compliance with force level decisions affecting ship operations.

• Delegating command authority to a lower organizational echelon for action within
individual warfare mission areas.
.

Exercising broad control over the individual warfare areas.

m Assigning multipurpose sensors/weapons to the appropriate warfare area.

I
l
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"• Resolving contention between the individual warfare areas for control over ship's

I
1

sensors and weapons.
"• Exercise of command override.
To determine when two decision makers are better than one is a question of fundamental
importance to the organization for battle. The use of a warfare area coordinator is convenient for
even the most basic coordination tasks. When path configuration control is added to the other
burdens of command and control, the use of such auxiliary decision makers becomes a necessity.
The responsibilities allocated to the warfare area coordinators are as follows:
"• Accomplish the ship's mission within the assigned warfare area, including detailed
conduct of engagements.
"• Interface with command to conform to established rules of engagement.
"• Control those sensors and weapons assigned by command.
"• Communicate to command the status and planned employment of assigned sensors
and weapon systems, providing summary information as needed to maintain a
comprehensive tactical picture.

9

"* Request from command, as appropriate, control over sensors and weapon systems
not currently assigned.
Maintaining the view of combat systems as a layered network of modules, the breakdown into
warfare areas is shown by Figure 24.
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Since each warfare area coordinator will have a local interconnection system to manage, as
will the unit command authority, the backbone control system must be designed specifically to
implement and support the desired battle organization. Both the unit commander and warfare area
coordinators may need to retain some capability for autonomous action. The dynamical equations
for the warfare area level are as follows:

I

a•xj/lt=f lj(Xij, Ulj, Vlj)

[Sensing subsystems]

(14a)

3

vjj = hlj(z, u')

[Sensor input couplings]

(14b)

aX2j/at=f2j(x2j, u2j, V2j)

[Control subsystems]

(15a)

v2j = h2j(z, u')

[Control input couplings]

(15b)

a3x3j/Dt=f3j(x3j, U3j, v3j)

[Engaging subsystems]

(16a)

v3j = h3j(z, u')

[Engage input couplings]

(16b)

[Interconnection subsystems]

(17a)

[Interconnect input couplings]

(17b)

aziat = gj(x,
wj = hj(z, u),

I

u, U, v, w)

where the subscript j denotes the particular module described by the set of equations given, with
j=O for the unit, j=1 for the STK/ASuW warfare mission area, j=2 for AAW, and j=3 for ASW.
Thus the components shown for the unit level model are essentially broken down into warfare area
components. Since the unit level module contains each of the warfare area modules, the equations
indexed by j--O simply represent components that do not fit into the warfare mission areas; e.g.,
reserve or multipurpose assets. If it were desired to explicitly represent other areas, such as
mobility, a corresponding module would be added. Performance indexes take the form
P[D,I×J- = ID {Z 14 (xijQijx + ujjR juij) )

(18)

making the same use of subscripts i andj as Equations 14 to 17.

I

7.2.2.3 Clustered Weapon Systems Level. Warfare area modules break down further into
clusters of weapon systems, as shown for AAW in Figure 25. The figure refers to surface
launched missiles, manned interceptors, and antileaker defenses. The last includes ESM
equipment, electronic countermeasures (ECM), and a close-in weapon system (CIWS). The
CIWS, however, could use SeaSparrow or Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) instead of a Gatling
gun system. The dynamical equations given by Equations 14 through 18 above apply to this level
as well, oaice a subscript (say, k) is added to index the weapon clusters.

I
I
I

I
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FIGURE 25. NETWORK OF MODULES-AAW WEAPON CLUSTERS

Antileaker defenses could mean a new level of system integration, a design issue of possible
importance. The integration opportunity occurs below the level of the Antiair Warfare Coordinator
(AAWC) but above the level of individual weapon systems.
Beyond this third layer lies another containing the individual components of the combat
system. The modules involved in a discrete action sequence link together to form a warfighting
path. This represents a virtual path rather than a physical path and may be significantly longer than
the direct action path.
7.2.2.4 Interconnections: Evolving Product Line. Treating interconnection structure as a
distinct subsystem brings the role of combat system integration into focus. The array of
computing, communications, stored program, and knowledge-base assets that link command
decision makers to sensors and actuators are an essential concern of combat system design. A
layered architecture for systems of this type as shown in Figure 26 is widely used for both industry
and military applications. This architecture has five separate yet interrelated layers, as shown by a
pyramid with the command element at the top and the delivery system at the bottom. The first four
levels are logically connected in top-down fashion. The fifth, the delivery system architecture, is the
foundation architecture. Created to satisfy requirements of the other levels, its success is dependent
on definition of relevant operating goals and objectives. Each level may contain multiple
components as well as a set of discretionary and nondiscretionary standards for the enterprise.
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Architecture at the Command level establishes a framework for satisfying both the internal
information needs and those imposed by external activities. The latter include friendly forces,
adversaries, and higher level command elements.
Architecture at the Information level establishes a framework to meet the information needs
of the Command level. It specifies content, presentation form, and format of the information, thus
establishing requirements for the Information System architecture.

I

Architecture at the Information System level establishes a framework for meeting the
specific requirements of the Information level. Its components include automated and procedureoriented information systems supporting internal and external information flows. They are used
first to acquire and process data, then to produce and distribute information in accordance with
requirements and standards. Logical database designs occur at this level.
Architecture at the Data level establishes a framework for maintenance, access, and use of
the data of the enterprise. The data should meet the standards of all higher levels of the architecture,
especially Command. Key components include data models that support physical database design;
database and file structures; and data definitions, dictionaries, and data elements that underly the
information systems of the enterprise. The creation of a data dictionary and associated naming
conventions is an important aspect of the data architecture, because these conventions establish the
vocabulary necessary for human communication.

I

|
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The Delivery System architecture is a technical implementation to meet the requirements of
all higher levels. Key components include computers, communications, and computer programs
needed to support the Data and Information System levels of the enterprise architecture.
Infrastructure and facility support assets needed to properly accommodate and connect the
components in an integrated manner are also included. Since a collection of processing elements
embedded in an interconnection network comprises a distributed computing system, distributed
control computing is a critical technology associated with interconnection systems.

U
I
I
I

7.2.3 Real-Time Control Paradigm
A system design is a conceptual model detailing the relationship among component entities.
Hierarchical structuring based on task decomposition is a proven approach for showing these
relationships. The traditional hierarchical decomposition is not sufficient, however, to define a
distributed real-time control system. A structured hierarchy only shows the system partitioning
into modules, module arrangement, and interfaces. Essential system and/or component timing
constraints and decision structure are ignored. Distributed computing involves the use of
concurrent hierarchical control structures to satisfy these constraints.

I

Reference 43 attacks this problem by partitioning levels of the hierarchy into individual
control loops with fixed cycle rates and feedback. At each level in the hierarchy, an interface exists
where adjoining levels exchange I/O as commands and status, much like a feedback control loop.
The fixed cycle rate implies a periodic sampling of commands and status to ensure that global
control flow is goal directed. Unlike purely sequential hierarchical decompositions, each lower
level is not completely dependent on the adjoining upper level. Although levels may share situation
data, they can be considered to run independently, responding to a command and supplying a
status much like a plant in a normal feedback control system.
The concept of a concurrent hierarchy is based on the method of task decomposition
described above plus the use of parallel computing at each level of the hierarchy. The system is
thus structured into layers of virtual control loops. When executing, each virtual control layer in
the hierarchy can be considered as part of a long chain defining the hierarchical state, yet each
level's action is based on its own control flow. Much as a computer executes an instruction within
a given duty cycle, the virtual control loops correspond to layers of software modeled by analogy
to a physical machine. The virtual control loop software exhibits cyclic feedback behavior that
samples inputs including command and status and guarantees some output within a given time.
The need for a fixed cycle response time leads to further partitioning and functional specialization
within the virtual control loops.

n

I

I

Reference 44 considers ways to configure advanced real-time controllers from
commercially available components. Controller throughput and computation speed are enhanced
by using two or more dedicated computer subsystems to separate time-critical events from nontime-critical events. This provides a temporal decomposition strategy for use in design of real-time
controllers.
For example, suppose that separate executive and real-time subsystems are formed. The
executive subsystem is formed of a general purpose (host) computer, some printer/plotter units.
disk drives, and computer terminals. The executive subsystem operates independently by virtue of
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its multitasking capabilities, yet works through an interface to maintain control of the real-time
subsystem.
The real-time subsystem might include an array processor and analog to digital (A/D) and
digital to analog (D/A) converters. It will operate independently, though under control of the
executive subsystem, to perform all of the real-time control functions. This approach can greatly
increase system throughput as well as the computation rate. Because data acquisition and actuation
devices can be directly linked to the array processor, data transfer can be accomplished at speeds
much higher than those permitted by a typical host computer.
7.3 SUMMARY
Strategies considered include decomposition of the overall combat system into a multilayer
network of modules, decomposition of control functions into an executive operating system and a
real-time operating system, and decomposition of functional or physical elements into subsystems
that include a dynamic interconnection system. Formal analysis methods may be useful at this
stage to ensure that any preferred design solution that may be synthesized forms a proper
functional entity and meets basic operating requirements.

I
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8.0 INTERCONNECTION TECHNOLOGY
Technology opportunities are sometimes considered in an extension of the conceptual
design phase. It is particularly important at early stages of the system lifecycle to identify
technologies that may be useful in resolving key design-related problems.
8.1 WORKSTATIONS

I

For surface combatants, the CIC is of central importance in tactical command and control.
Workstations couple the command team to the interconnection system and, with the development
of distributed computing technology, can supply a good deal of tactical computing capability as
well. Even in the most modem combat systems, CICs today are only partially integrated. Future
combat systems will provide for a fully integrated CIC that can be reconfigured to match changing
mission needs. Evolution of a common workstation design, with standard man/machine interface
characteristics, is likely. Each workstation will be configured for its intended use by the command
of the user (resource coordinator).
8.2 EMBEDDED COMPUTING ALTERNATIVES

I

I

Since the 1950s, combat system functional performance has evolved from a bottom-up
design approach. During this period, computers and memory (reckoned in megabits of throughput
or capacity) have become much less expensive, but the cost of computer programs has gone up.
Federated systems are difficult to change; system integration involves extensive computer
programming effort because it is achieved by computer to computer interface. Substantial time and
testing is also needed to certify that changes have not affected the existing computer programs.
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The computer industry is rapidly moving away from large centralized or federated computer
systems. The trend is to smaller, but very capable mini- and micro-computers connected together
in a network. The term distributed system is used to refer to a computing system that has the
following characteristics:

I

"* It includes an arbitrary number of system and user processes.
"• System architecture is modular, consisting of a possible varying number of
processing elements. Spatial distribution is not essential to the concept.
"* Communication is achieved by message passing on a shared interconnection
structure (excluding shared memory).
•

Some system-wide control is performed to provide for dynamic interprocess
cooperation and runtime management.
Interprocess message transit delays are variable, and some nonzero time always
exists between production of an event by a process and materialization of this
production at the destination process (different from observation of the event by the
destination process).

These characteristics may be viewed as general rules observed in the design of distributed
systems. Distributed systems are intrinsically more complex than centralized systems. Structured
design methods can reduce complexity by factoring designs into functional layers and are, thus,
more important than formerly. Industry is investing millions of dollars into this technology, much
more than defense, and the Navy can directly benefit from this investment.
In the recent NFR-90 program, a distributed architecture was the agreed choice of all eight
participating navies and had the complete backing of the industries involved. This concept was
accepted as the way of the future in military systems. The nations specified this design concept in
the NATO Staff Requirements. A distributed architecture concept was also attractive to the U.S.
Navy. Spreading the cost and risk over eight nations would compensate to some degree for the
impact of a changeover on the Navy's large investment in standard computers, displays, test sites,
and programming centers.

I

Detailed engineering tradeoff studies were performed to identify an acceptable
interconnection structure. System loading parameters were defined, and detailed computer
simulation studies were performed. The conclusion was that only two available databus standards
could meet the NFR-90 requirements. They were the SAE AS4074.2 High Speed Ring Bus
(being developed to full military specifications for real-time systems) and the Safenet I1
implementation of ANSI-FDDI, a commercial standard. No final selection was made before the
project ended, pending refinement of system data loads and timing requirements. However,
Reference 45 reports serious technical reservations that the ANSI-FDDI-Safenet II standard could
meet NFR-90 requirements.
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The Vision Architecture is a conceptual structure based on end-use considerations rather
than implementation technology. Figure 27 shows a variety of embedded computing
configurations that can be used for its implementation. The structures shown are mostly
illustrative; no doubt others can be identified. They serve to illustrate differences in spatial
distribution of computing resources, information pattern, interconnection structure, and task
partitioning-i.e., oriented on objects, missions, or functions. The differences are considered at
more length below.

- SPATALLY CENTRALIZED COMMAND
AND CONTROL ELEMENT
.PARALLEL PROCESSING

° COORDINATION SUBSYSTEMS

I

E
AREA CONTROL
COMPUTERS

LUNKED FUNCTIONAL NETS

• MASSIVELY DISTRIBUTED

FIGURE 27. DECENTRALIZED CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

(COMBAT SYSTEM BACKBONE DESIGN)

I

8.2.1 Parallel Processing
Figure 27 indicates a central parallel processor with smart terminals for command support
and the coordinator positions (sensing, readiness, and warfare mission areas). Although spatially
concentrated, individual processing units in this configuration could be allocated in a flexible
manner to specific processing tasks. Any information pattern, (centralized, decentralized, and
overlapping) can be accommodated. Shared memory concepts, described below, provide the
necessary connectivity.

Research conducted for the National Institute of Standards and Technology considered
concepts for hierarchical control of large-scale systems using microcomputer networks. Reference 46 describes this work. The network operates in 20-resec timeslices. At the beginning of

I
I

each slice, each logical module reads its input data from designated locations in a common memory
system. The modules then compute their output data and write back into the common nernory
before the 20-msec cycle ends. A resent-synch pulse signals the beginning and end of each
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computation cycle. Each logical module is a state machine that samples its input for command and
feedback variables, performs computations, writes its output into the database, and waits for the
next computation cycle. None of the modules admit interrupts, so the network has a simple
modular structure that enormously simplifies the writing and debugging of software.
The architecture has four layers: plant control, cell control, workstations, and smart
devices. Figure 28 illustrates application of this design concept to combat systems. Orders are
entered at the top and control flows from top to bottom throughout the plant. I/O devices within
each layer provide access to two separate databases, one providing track data (tactical picture), the
other readiness data. Entries and queries to or from the management information and control
database enable command to control the plant by setting priorities or optimizing various
parameters. One part of this database identifies the loading and use for each element of the plant.
One set of computers (feedback processors) operates to extract from each layer the information
needed at the next higher level. The memory is partitioned so each layer is able to access
information at an appropriate level of detail.
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FIGURE 28. MULTILAYER, MODULAR STRUCTURE

In all cases, communication occurs through the medium of a common memory. The mail
drop approach used has a disadvantage in that two data transfers are required to get information
from one module to another. This is offset by the following advantages:
1. There are no communication protocols between computing modules, which
communicate only through the common memory.
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2. Adding each new state variable requires only a definition of where it is to be
located in common memory so the module that generates it knows where to
write it, and the modules that read it know where to look. Thus, new
microcomputers can easily be added, logical modules can be shifted from one
microcomputer to another, new functions such as safety watchdogs, and even
new sensors can be included with limited effect on the rest of the system. As
long as the system bus has surplus capacity, the physical structure of the system
can be reconfigured with few changes in the software resident in the logical
modules.
3. The common memory always contains a readily accessible map of the current
state of the system. This makes it easy for a system monitor to trace the history
of the state variables, to set break points, and to reason backwards to the source
of program errors or faulty logic. This is extremely important in a
sophisticated, real-time, sensory, interactive system where many processes are
going on in parallel at many different hierarchical levels.

*

Although processing in this system is completely modular, memory and access
characteristics may become bottlenecked. A great deal of addtional work would be needed,
therefore, to specify the data access, control software, and memory features. Whether the final
result is a hierarchy implemented on a network of small computers oi- one implemented on a single
large computer is not important. What is important is that the control problem can be decomposed
into subproblems that can be solved in a network of computing modules wherein each module has
a clearly defined interface of I/O variables and a clearly defined functional relationship between the
input and output.
8.2.2 Decentralized Hierarchical Processing
This alternative calls for dedicated computers in each subsystem (command support plus
coordinating positions for sensing, readiness, and warfare mission areas). The computers are
interconnected, and goal coordination is provided by a designated unit, most likely the command
support computer. The subsystem computers are also interconnected to smaller prC.,essors
embedded within the combat system plant. This corresponds t( an hierarchical form of distributed
computing, and provides a computer architecture m itched to the control structure prevalent in
existing surface combatants. A corollary property is that a bottom-up transition to the use of LANs
can be supported. In addition, warfare mision aread could tiansition to distributed computing
technology at different paces. These features are exploited in an evolutionary approach to
distributed combat system architectures presented by Reference 47 an,' illustrated in Figure 29.
Two basic methods are available for interconnecting the components of a distributed
information processing and control system: first, point-to-point dedicated connections and second,
LANs, which are high-speed communication channels for connecting a variey of devices at
distances from tens of meters to kilometers. This approach introduces LANs to the combat
system, although some point-to-point connections could be retained.

I
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(COMPOSITE COMBAT SYSTEM PLANT AND OFFLOADING VIA LAN)I

The major advantages of digital bus networks over conventional point-to-point dedicated
connections include the following:
"•
"*
"*
"*

Reduced wiring, space, and power requirements
Flexibility of operations
Evolutionary design process
Improved maintenance, diagnostics, and monitoring

I

Some major technical barriers block the way to realization of totally integrated systems.
The most pervasive issues concern standards for database structures and communication
architectures. Although suitable standards will eventually emerge, advanced information systems
are needed for use now. The problem is to meet present needs without compromising evolution
toward practical standards. For a number of reasons, the private sector is turning to broadband
LANs to solve this problem. The reasons are as follows:
"* Multiple discrete nets can coexist on the same cable
"* They are resistant to dirt and noise
"* Standards are developing quickly, making it possible to integrate sensors and
control systems from different suppliers
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With the advancing capabilities of digital computers, even combat systems with federated
architectures now contain many individual microprocessors supporting many different operational
tasks. Making these computers communicate is an essential step toward new levels of combat
system integration. LANs are the emerging technological products that best meet this need. They
allow movement toward integration of diverse computer and communication networks into one large
system with corresponding economies of scale.
Overall performance and openness to modification or expansion are also improved.
However, the performance (e.g., data latency) of LANs can vary with the intensity and distribution
of their traffic loads. The effects of data latency on the dynamic performance and stability of
feedback control systems are often ignored in relatively slow processes such as those of many
chemical plants. However, as the number of users on the network lncreases, the augmented traffic
causes a larger data latency to a point where its impact on performance of some of the control loops
(sharing the network) can no longer be ignored. The detrimental effects become evident quickly in
e,,'ry fast processes, such as the flight dynamics in tactical aircraft or missiles. Anv lack of
synchronization among system components, or loss of messages due to noise or saturation in the
LAN, aggravates the detrimental effect.
Some researchers (see Reference 48) maintain that introduction of LANs alters the
foundations of large-scale system control theory. The usual approach has been to assume that the
information structure must be tailored on the physical structure of the plant. This no longer holds,
and it becomes necessary to consider instead how to select the best information structure for given
control tasks. Figure 30 illustrates this change in perspective.
Compared to the two decades that digital control had to wait before becoming an industrial
standard, acceptance of the LAN concept was surprisingly quick. Since its origins in the data
processing industry involved no safety hazards, adapting the LAN to process control applications
was not a trivial step. Once established in the refinery industry, however, it was immediately
accepted into general practice. The reason for its enthusiastic reception is simple-given all the
processors in place, a medium for integration became necessary to make them work. LANs answer
a need for easy connection between distant, heterogeneous units.
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8.2.3 Linked Functional Networks
This alternative provides a functional structure for embedded computing in combat systems.
All action paths are considered part of the command subsystem, from the I/O ports of the
associated sensor elements to the I/O ports of associated engaging elements. Thus, control of the
action paths is an essential function of the command subsystem. Connections between sensing
elements, along with communication and fusion activities, belong to the sensing subsystem.
Connections between engaging elements likewise belong to the engaging subsystem. This
alternative encourages eventual formation of a fully integrated CIC, a fully integrated sensory suite
(including offboard sensor reports), and a fully integrated ordnance facility. Each subsystem is
considered to contain a separate interconnection network. However, the networks may be linked at
various points. In addition, each of the separate nets may be configured with a high capacity control
computer. That is, each of the functionally separated interconnection networks may be hierarchical
in structure.
8.2.4 Massively Distributed Processing
This alternative has much in common with the DARPA High Performance Distributed
Processing (HIPER-D) approach to distributed computing. The concept involves much
spatial distribution of computing resources. Research on the concept of virtual processing
illustrates this point.
Future computing systems could contain a mix of functionally specialized processing
resources, each providing a specific class of services. Today's microprocessors are typically
developed in family groupings, so upgrading to a new and more powerful microprocessor with little
or no impact on computer programs is conceivable. For example, embedding single card computers
into existing equipment is an approach used successfully in industry for several years.
In the virtual processing approach, as shown by Figure 31, there would no longer be a
single, shared data storage facility serving all processors. Instead, storage is dedicated to
individual processors or to clusters of processors. Such a modular computing facility could
employ widely varying sets of funtional processors. Thus different processing engines would
proovide communications, correlation, display, system and security control, database, database
search, pattern recognition, knowledge base, and maintenance services. Within limits, processor
orientations could be governed by mircorcode, alterable by a supervisory element to meet changing
workloads. Increased levels of fault tolerance can be obtained with proportionate increases in cost.
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Implicit in this concept is the presence of multiple layers of access to the underlying
physical resources. Data management services, for example, may be provided at many levels. A
process responsible for maintaining a correlated air track file might access database reports directly,
bypassing the higher level query processing and data integrity services of higher level data
management functions to achieve minimum time delays. The multiple levels of processing services
provided in this concept are analogous to the multiple levels of communications services provided
by the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of the International Standards Organization.
Just as OSI protocols are being developed to improve interoperability of data communications
networks, so can virtual processing resource standards lead to improved interoperability in future
computing systems.
In this context, a physical element of a command and control facility will be assembled by
configuring first a set of workstations with appropriate embedded special function engines. The
workstations are then linked by a high bandwidth local interconnect. More specialized resources
then could be attached directly to the interconnect as shared assets.

I

I

The notion of a controlled system wide virtual processing environment is illustrated in
Figure 32. To adopt such an approach mandates establishment of rigorous controls over the
Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) of the underlying physical resource providers. Given the long
service life of tactical command and control systems, it may be necessary to practice configuration
control over ISAs in order to maintain integrity of the architecture over an extended period of time
and to maintain a viable competitive procurement base for replication or enhancement of system
modules.

I
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The NFR-90 design featured an operating system and computer equipment supporting a
virtual machine or distributed computing architecture. The applications software was to be
composed of many separate programs, each operating independently and communicating with
other programs through an operating system interface. Communicating applications could not tell,
and would not need to know whether the software is all in one computer or in many. The
International Schiffs-Studien (ISS) Corporation and participating nations agreed to use this
approach.
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8.3 DATABASE INTEGRATION
Continued efforts to interconnect and integrate the computers embedded in our combat
systems are needed. To a degree, however, the information infrastructure in existing combat
systems is also fragmented and disorganized. Major weapon systems may be well organized on an
individual basis, but the different approaches used may not fit well together, and then the upper
echelons of the battle organization are not well served. What is needed is to form the databases of
the different systems into a single, comprehensive database architecture. Though integrated, and
consistent with the overall combat system architecture, the solution need not be monolithic:
distributed database techniques can be used to break it down into more manageable pieces.
Industry experts suggest that the traditional, short-range approaches to justifying
automation investments usually stifle creative projections of what future plants could be like, and
that planning should be based on a horizon plant concept that looks ahead at least ten years.
Automation will be a key factor in meeting this challenge of global industrial competition, and it is
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envisioned that the process operations part of a plant will soon run totally under automatic control
from startup to shutdown. The Navy is not likely to automate as quickly or completely as industry,
but future combat systems will be shaped by the same technical trends. The following is an
example of possible horizon plant concepts for combat systems.
Surface combatant lifecycles cover design, implementation, operations, and maintenance
phases. As a ship evolves, there is an enormous need to transfer descriptive information between
phases. Information is also transferred between people or groups of people within each phase.
Today this is done with paper. Traditionally, the documentation is divided into different technical
areas, first into ship systems and combat systems, then into the component subsystems. Each set of
documentation describes the same ship from a different point of view. The result is that much
information is repeated in several different documents; and the updates necessary to make a design
change are thus a headache.
Another problem is that, in most cases, today's documentation is implementation oriented
and not function oriented. It is tuned for the shipbuilding and construction phase rather than
operations.
Computers are already used at every stage in the ship's lifecycle. Today, interconnection of
computer systems is a reality and is getting easier all the time. Integration of the computer systems
for design, operation, and maintenance is inevitable. But we can go even further and merge the
databases of the different systems into a comprehensive ship description database. Though
integrated, this common database need not be monolithic; distributed database techniques can be
used to break it down into more manageable pieces. With the combined information accessible by
computer, different kinds of documentation will be adaptable to different situations. For example,
one can imagine maintenance personnel getting a map of the plant, alarm status, operation time,
electrical diagrams, and mechanical documentation before they start repair work.

I

5

A great deal of knowledge is gained during the design and operation of a surface combatant.
Although much information today is transferred between designers and operators, both on paper
and via the control systems, this information usually explains how equipment is configured.
Seldom is any explanation available to operators about why the equipment is configured in a
particular way. The use of automated design tools will make it possible to accumulate knowledge
about ship design characteristics and embed such knowledge within its systems. All of this
knowledge would be readily available to operators, engineers, and maintenance personnel.
Capabilities will be provided for browsing, inquiring, retrieving, and manipulating knowledge.
Combat systems designed to the horizon plant concept given here as an example could have the
following novel capabilities.
"* An open architecture, permitting each ship to tailor configuration of its CIC (or
combat system) to specific operating needs. The architecture would include
provisions for test and validation of the configuration selected.
"" An open architecture, permitting experimentation and testing of new capabilities
(e.g., commercial products) during repair and overhaul cycles.
"" Ability to capture information about plant (combat system) operating trajectories
through the use of LANs and related products.

I
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"* Full capability for onboard performance and readiness assessment.
" Capability to function as a research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E)
asset without compromising online systems and mission capabilities.
Data correlation and fusion aids are among the potential future products in this general area.
Fusion centers are needed that have capabilities to direct search by onboard and offboard assets; to
extract needed information from all available internal and external voice, imagery, and message
traffic; and to employ the information for tactical purposes.
8.4 COMPUTER PROGRAMS (APPLICATIONS)
Rapid developments in computing, fiber optics, and associated fields such as data fusion
promise major advances in combat capability and reliability, primarily by expanded use of
microprocessors. Development and updating of computer programs will thus become a dominant
activity in all phases of acquisition, demanding major changes in design and procurement
philosophy, training, and support.

1

Since industry is investing heavily in this technology, much more than the defense
community at present, development and support costs can be reduced by using commercial
standards and products. In particular, commercial sources can be used extensively for such
applications as word processing, spreadsheet, text search, database, and graphics.
Customized products are necessary for specialized analysis, secure data processing, and
high-resolution imaging functions. For situations where the choice is not obvious, it is important to
develop a protocol for deciding when to buy (use commercial sources) and when to build (use
government sources) in acquisition of computer resources for combat systems. Since the Navy has
a considerable investment in standard computers, displays, test sites, and application programs, the
best way to approach this task is not immediately clear. Future combat system developments may
emphasize use of community standards for instruction set architectures, backplane busses, LANs,
microprocessors, computer programming languages, and development environments.

I

8.5 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

U

8.5.1 Integrated Communications
The Communications Support System (CSS) will provide for network management,
security, standards, and protocols. The CSS integrates and partially automates a ship's external
communications. Processing is organized so that dedicated computer programs interface each user
and each radio with the system; transfer of data between users and radios is supported by other
computer program segments. Future evolution in this area should permit (I) automatic monitoring
of own-ship communications status in real-time, and (2) automated allocation of assets, load
balancing, and load suppression for own ship to support reconfiguration of battle group/task group
tactical networks. Automatic rerouting of communications traffic over alternative circuits (to
counter jamming) is included in the latter area.
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Further developments along this line appear feasible and useful. This is an area in which
automation, driven by industrial needs, can yield better performance while reducing manpower
requirements. Eventually dynamic, multifrequency communications capable of handling voice,
imagery, and data traffic as well as text must be evolved.
The automated management techniques expected in future communications systems may
have secondary utility in anti-C31 operations. Anti-C31 measures involve action to destroy,
deceive, disrupt, and/or exploit enemy command systems. The idea is to seize the initiative and
achieve first delivery of firepower in effective batches. Communications management aids could
be used to assess vulnerability of enemy C3M networks, thus supporting onboard planning and
targeting.

8.5.2 Network Services
In future tactical operations, when ships, aircraft, and submarines are using military and
commercial transmission systems, they are likely to be using communications adapted from OSI
design principles. It is necessary to modify OSI designs for the Navy tactical environment, which
has many unusual characteristics. These may include narrow bandwidth, rapidly changing error
rate performance, units joining and leaving subnetworks without warning, and atypical delays.

I

8.5.3 Communications Servers
Systems in this category provide for automatic routing, distribution control, queueing, and
protocol management for message traffic. (In essence, these are gateways to the tactical
networks). They also support computer aided message composition, storage, and retrieval. The
Naval Communications Processing Afloat Routing System (NAVCOMPARS)/Local Digital
Message Exchange (LDMX), Naval Modular Automated Communications System (NAVMACS)/
Common Usei Digital Information Exchange System (CUDIXS), and Naval Tactical Command
System-Afloat (NTCS-A) are examples.
8.5.4 Virtual Control Capabilities
Cooperative engagement is defined as a warfighting capability designed to defeat threats
through the synergistic integration of distributed resources among two or more units. In fully
developed form, cooperative engagement would develop a tactical picture from a wide variety of
sensors with sufficient fire-control precision to put the weapon on the target. The basic concept is
illustrated in Figure 33. Implicit in such a system is sufficient capability to task sensors, manage
the distributed functionality of the network and its processors, and task weapons.
By implication, each unit within the battleforce would be connected to other units within the
battleforce by means of a covert, jam-proof, high-capacity network. In broad terms, a fully
developed force-wide battle infrastructure is envisioned, capable of enabling the battleforce to be
fought under a variety of circumstances with a range of control being effected centrally, on the one
hand, to autonomous, on the other. Driving factors that influence the need for such capabilities are
listed below:

U
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"

First, the emergence of stealth technology is a significant driver for the development
and implementation of a cooperative engagement capability for future battleforces.

"

A second driver is the emergence of the high-speed, low-altitude seaskiimmer and
the associated need to extend the horizon for the battleforce.

"

Third, greater threat weapon ranges are extending the weapon release line outward,
making longer range tactical picture and fire-control quality information necessary.

"

Fourth, the emergence of submarines as a launch platform for seaskimming surface
to surface missiles or antiair missiles will introduce important new factors in

"

others.

i

battleforce operations.

3

Lastly, the potential for endo-, trans-, and exoatmospheric weapons, such as high
flying missiles, transatmospheric platforms, and weapons like tactical ballistic
missiles, fractional orbital bombardment, and space-based weapons create new
problems for the development of both a tactical picture and needed fire-control data.

i

Similar forms of Virtual Connectivity apply to the STW and ASW mission areas, among

3
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FIGURE 33. AAW COOPERATIVE ENGAGEMENT
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8.6 SUMMARY
The above areas hold promise for implementation of combat system control strucures in
future surface combatants. Both near- and long-term trends have been projected. The principal
themes addressed include approaches to backbone control design, extensibility, distributed
computing, and continued automation of weapon systems.
*

U

9.0 SUMMARY:

COMBAT SYSTEM DESIGN TRENDS

This section briefly restates important combat system design trends identified in the main
body of the report. Many of the key topics are listed in Tables 3 and 4 below. Realization issues
and methodology are also considered.
TABLE 3. NEAR-TERM DESIGN TRENDS
BOTTOM-UP MODE

EVOLVING THEMES

I

Backbone Control Design
Design for Extensibility
Distributed Computing
Continued Automation

Composite Combat System Plant
Open Architecture
Offloading via LAN
Integrated, Reflexive AAW Self-Defense

TABLE 4. LONG-TERM DESIGN TRENDS
TOP-DOWN MODE

EVOLVING THEMES

Backbone Control Design
Design for Extensibility
Distributed Computing
Continued Automation
_

Decentralized Control
Modular, Layered Combat System
Virtual Processing
Cooperative Engagement
Interconnection)

__(Virtual

9.1 BACKBONE CONTROL DESIGN

3

Synthesis of control structures is a problem of central importance in combat system
design, and implementation architectures can be derived from existing theoretical
knowledge concerning the control of large scale and complex systems.
The current cycle of austerity in defense will bring pressure to reduce size,
manning, and overall cost of surface combatants. Given the prominence of
numbers in base force planning, this could lead to a decline in the proportion of
ship acquisition cost devoted to combat systems. Continual improvement in
cost/capability ratio (as well as design for extensibility and interoperability) may be
a key factor in the struggle to balance warfighting and force planning considerations
(capability vs. numbers).

I
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At present, a bottom-up approach continues to dominate in the design of surface
combatants. As existing technology trends mature, however, a transition to topdown combat system design methods is likely. The notion that optimum
information structure should drive combat system design, plus the growing
technological feasibility of decentralized control structures, will make the problem
of backbone control design increasingly important. Distributed computing, LANs,
and automatic control technologies are reaching a level of development that could
support top-down design efforts within the next decade. The problem is very
complex, and the leverage of computer-based design aids should be sought.
9.2 EXTENSIBILITY
The rate at which combat systems become obsolete is likely to increase due to changing
requirements brought on by the rapidly changing technology of warfare. It must be possible to
extend system functionality during the service lifecycle. Further, extension should be possible
with a minimum of transitional downtime and without incurring the costs of providing more
capability than is needed at the time. Due to the large scale and complexity of the combat system, it
should also be possible to employ new or improved components, obtained from a wide variety of
suppliers, without causing a series of changes to other components to ripple through the system.
This dictates new emphasis on design modularity. Since individual combat systems are elements
of higher-level force and theater systems, this entails design for interoperability as well.

i
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"Awide range of future ASW options, together with uncertainty about the evolution
of third world submarine threats, argues for increased emphasis on flexibility in
surface ship ASW systems. The aim is to permit use of different sensors and
weapons within the operating life of a ship. Conceptual design of a flexible
backbone ASW system is therefore important. A similar argument can be made for
flexibility in AAW.
"Thesingle factor that will have the greatest effect on the conduct of naval operations
is the improved flow of intelligence, control, and data signals between all units,
including unmanned sensors and weapons. However, future combat system
designs will be driven by the action paths made possible by advanced command
networks, rather than the command systems themselves. This is especially
important for strike warfare, where continued efforts to reduce target detection-todestruction cycle time are expected.

U
n
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9.3 DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
The increasing need for combat system integration to meet more stringent control and
reaction time requirements will lead to new concepts of data computation, coordination, display,
and control, with distributed intelligence provided by a larger number of smaller and multipurpose
computers. Development and updating of computer programs may come to dominate the
acquisition process, entailing major changes in design and procurement philosophy, training, and
support.
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9.4 CONTINUED AUTOMATION

I

Future antiship missiles may achieve speeds of up to Mach 3.5 with sustained highG maneuvers in both steep diving and very low seaskimming flight profiles. Such
missiles have the potential to bypass most layers of current echeloned air defenses,
particularly if launched by a submarine at short range. New levels of air defense
automation will thus be required. Key factors in countering such threats will
include reduced reaction time; increased firepower; and better coordination of
sensors, both within and between ships. Fully automated weapon response from
detection to destruction will be needed, which involves full integration of all
sensors, countermeasures, ECCM, weapons, and C3 systems.

I

of combat system warfighting path configurations, together with the
coordination of warfighting paths, are driving factors in backbone control design.
To a degree, the prevalence of bottom-up design methods reflects the allocation of
basic weapon control functions to human rather than automated decision making.
The process of automation initiated by the Mk65 gun fire control project in 1945,
which evolved into Terrier, Tartar, Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS), and
remains to be completed. A fully integrated CIC, for example, has not yet
beeni achieved.

*Determination

3AEGIS
*

I

Remotely piloted air vehicles will not replace manned aircraft but will be developed
to extend the air capabilities of destroyer types. Potential applications include
monitoring of deployed acoustic sensors, radar picketing, radio relay, decoying,
and targeting. This will mean increased emphasis on air operations in future
combat systems.

9.5 REALIZATION ISSUES

5

I

In a broad sense, the overall trend is one of continued automation of an existing
hierarchical control structure (the battle organization). The need for consistent
evolution underlies the entire approach.

I

Overlapping hierarchical control techniques may combine with emerging automation
technologies to create new options in reflexive control of self-defense functions.
Research in the area of model reduction can help us to deal with the different
command levels present in combat systems. Deriving architectures from simplified
models tailored to unit, warfare area, and warfighting path levels may help to show
viewpoint independence of the Vision Architecture. The question of where the
designer stands (at the weapon level, looking up; or at the command level, looking
down) is significant.

I

9.6 METHODOLOGY ISSUES

I

• Intuitive methods still dominate in synthesis of process control systems, with the
system being specified after the operating process has been designed. An iterative

|
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procedure must be used for design because unavoidable uncertainties often make
process changes necessary to establish an effective control structure. The problem
is also complicated by the scarcity of pilot scale installations where studies can be
carried out to evaluate advanced control techniques. Nevertheless, such problems
are routinely solved by experienced engineers who have the ability to
simultaneously consider:
-

Economic, safety and reliability goals of a given process
Steady state and dynamic behavior of subsystems and units
Interactions that might occur between control structures
Failure modes of subsystems and units, including operators
Possible changes in the process to improve control

These engineers have evolved logical procedures for proceeding from loosely defined
flowsheets and goals to well-defined process control systems. Most of these procedures
do not involve the use of detailed dynamic models of the process. Reference 49 reports
that considerable progress has been made in programming these procedures for computer
aided synthesis of process control systems. This research is intended to reduce the cost
and development time normally required in engineering complex process plants. Inclusion
of synthesis (together with simulation and evaluation) adds greatly to the usefulness of
computer aids, particularly when coupled with interactive techniques.

3
3
i
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"Forlarge-scale and complex systems, control synthesis methods must be tailored to
the area of applications. For example, methods used for design of large chemical
process plants differ from those used in design of large systems for
communications, transportation, and electrical power distribution. Existing
theoretical knowledge is not mature enough to support generic design methods. To
improve the scientific and technical knowledge base for combat systems, it follows
that empirically based state space modelling and analysis efforts are needed to
establish a knowledge base adequate for use in formal combat system analysis and
design efforts.
"

"

The overall aim for methodology development is to structure combat system
engineering activities so that highly effective and affordable systems are achieved
and to identify engineering principles and processes to aid performance of such
activities.
The long-term goal should be to flesh out the idea of a formal combat system
architecture model that will link important capability goals and design parameters
for a combat system concept with an array of relevant technical and operational
knowledge. Knowledge is taken here in a very broad sense including combat
system engineering techniques, warfighting doctrine, past designs and their service
histories, archives of proven component designs, related cost data and test results,
emerging technologies, manufacturing capabilities, and Navy/DOD standard
practices. Reference 50 observes that the rapid development of interactive
computing has important implications for work on all aspects of automatic control.
A successful interactive computing environment can make a specialized body of
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knowledge more ea';ily accessible and usable, and therefore more easily shared.
Given an appropriate interface it also allows an investigator to easily create and
modify systems and hence to easily experiment with them. The initial aim probably
should be to achieve some level of end-to-end integration of the design process,
using approximate methods, rather than to delay integration until a manpower
intensive and time-consuming bottom-up engineering process is completed.
The overall aim for methodology development is to structure combat system
engineering activities so that highly effective and affordable systems are achieved
and to identit, engineering principles and processes Lo aid performance of such
activities. Current approaches to control system analysis and design are
fragmented, and there is no accepted design strategy for backbone control systems.
Under such conditions, it is important for combat system engineering activities to
constantly review their design practices, including depioyment of computer aids.
Problem drivers include information analysis of design processes, cost structures,
analysis of fabrication and assembly practiccs, and methods for product
modularization. With respect to inf.,rintion flows, the idea is to carefully identify
the information each design step needs from prior steps or provides to later steps
and when that information is needed or available. The steps can then be
resequenced to tighten flows of crucial information, producing a faster and more
efficient design process. Such reformulations of the design process are very
challenging technically and involve defining new work styles, data requirements,
and computer support requirements.

I
I
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TIME-CRITICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
This appendix recounts engineering principles for application to time-critical control
systems, based on results given by Michaloski and Wheatley.*

I

NECESSARY CHARACTERISTICS
In general, time-critical systems are characterized by performance that includes high
data communication bandwidth, maximized throughput, and fast execution. This involves
the use of fast switching between tasks, small interrupt latency, feature priority scheduling,
nonpreemptable status for low priority tasks, and task synchronization. Use of these
methods does not, however, define a time-critical system. This motivates the following
design principle:
•

Reliable and deterministic performance in the time-critical domain are the
necessary requirements that define a time-critical control system.

The following corollary design principles are based on the need for deterministic
processing time estimates:
" Fairness is not an issue in time-critical control. In applications, either the
processes are permanently dedicated to the hardware or are guaranteed to be
resident during critical (i.e., nonpreemptable) sections.

I

Tasking must be deterministic and user controllable, thus, time slicing is
less important. A priority based system where processes execute in known
sequence, surrender the processor when finished, or are blocked awaiting
an event is preferred.
"" Virtual memory is not as important, since the operation of swapping
memory in and out from disk is slow and the price of memory is cheap.

I
3

"" Dynamic creation of processes has limited usefulness, since the overhead
required to replace unreliable or crashed processes by new processes is too
large.

*J. Michaloski and T. Wheatley, System Factors in Real-Time Hierarchical Control. NISTIR-4836, DoC,

1990.
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CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED BY TIME-CRITICAL DOMAIN
Simplification improves quality in concurrent as well as sequential
computing domains. Simplicity is essential in time-critical controllers to
alleviate problems associate with program complexity, timing, and
efficiency.

3

Design methodologies for sequential processing involve the use of small modules,
independent modules, black box module definition to hide implementation from purpose,
and isolation of logical detail from physical implementation. Much of the structuring is
done with information hiding. Structured programming means quality in sequential
processing because information hiding simplifies the program modules.

3

The time-critical aspect of control processing is well served by basic methods of
structured programming, but program timing must be assured as well as logical correctness
to establish time-critical reliability. The user needs to know not only what the black box
will do but also how long it will take and what it will do with unforeseen problems.
•

As a design simplifying measure, no module should contain code that waits
on an anticipated event. Code that waits on anticipated events can hang any
system, sequential or concurrent.

*

Use latches, polling, and repeated sampling each control cycle to sample all
sensor or real world inputs at a periodic rate, eliminating unpredictable
behavior.

l

3

CONCURRENCY AND PARALLELISM
"• The major principle governing any effective multiprocessor system design is
to exploit the benefits of parallelism while minimizing the impact of
parallelism on the algorithms used for processing.
"

The basic design principle for interprocessor communication is that it must
be efficient enough to justify the additional overhead of communicating
between processors, or else the extra processors are extraneous.

" Guaranteed performance (latency rather than throughput) is the ultimate
measure of time-critical communication. Latency is defined as the elapsed
time before a message is acknowledged. Throughput is the number of bytes
one process can send to another in I sec.
"

I

3
3

In designing system communication protocols, a distinction must be made
between cases requiring transfer of small amounts of data every few
milliseconds and cases requiring efficient transfer of large amounts of data.

"• The concepts of flexibility, data integrity, and extensibility are equally as
important in evaluating a communication scheme, but are less tangible.
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Exchange of parameters by message passing (complete copying) offers
better flexibility and data integrity in parallel processing than shared memory
approaches, but is slower and therefore infeasible for many design
constraints (loosely coupled systems).
Exchange of parameters via shared memory can be very efficient in
monoprocessing systems, but in parallel processing it is difficult to assure
that all processors have access to the pointers or addresses and that the
addresses are valid. Consequently, use of shared memory in concurrent
processing systems should be restricted to special purposes such as moving
very large amounts of data (or time-critical data) between processes (tightly
coupled systems).

3

COMMUNICATIONS AND CONNECTIVITY
"* A server is necessary when one process views communication information
logically, while the other process is closely tied to the physical representation.

I

"* From a software validation standpoint, synchronous communication is
preferred, but the system may not tolerate the extra amount of overhead.
"• One to one synchronous message exchanges, especially for interlevel
communication, should be used to encourage a state transition machine that
provides a deterministic execution trail.
"" Neighboring higher levels should be programmed to delay issuing a new
command to the neighboring lower level until the previous message has
been acknowledged in the returned status.

I

To provide one-to-one correspondence between a command and a status,
embed a time stamp within the command and have the lower level
acknowledge by returning the current input command with the time stamp
embedded within the return status.

I

Within a mcssage processing system (possible when implemented via shared
memory), coordinating the location of the receiver of a message is an important design
issue and is termed connectivity of the exchange. Connectivity can be either temporary
(datagrams) for the life of the transmission or permanent (virtual circuits). Dynamic
connections offer flexibility, but the overhead reduces performance. Static connections are
fast, but require the logistical overhead of some centralized server to map the logical to
physical locations. The basic design principle applicable to connectivity is as follows:

I

I

modules that depend on each other and decentralize modules that
are independently coupled. In the case of a fault tolerant module, processes
that communicate across processors would require dynamic and
decentralized connectivity.

*Centralize

i
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